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I
INTRODUCTION
This article tells the story of the so-called Kenniff country;
the big cattle runs of the Upper Warrego and Upper Maranoa
Rivers and of the headwaters of the rivers on the other side of
the Range; of the men who explored it, of the men who settled
it; of a loyal officer of the Crown and a loyal servant of a firm
of cattlemen, who met violent deaths on Easter Sunday in the
year 1902; of the trial of two horse thieves - loyal as only
brothers can be-for their murder; and of the deliberations
thereon of four learned judges. It tells of a double death sentence
at a time when talk of hanging in some circles would provoke
heated argument; and of the growth of a strange folk belief that
was to raise the convicted criminals to the status of "heroes
and martyrs"l.
II
MITCHELL, KENNEDY, AND THE SWIFT
TIDE OF SETTLEMENT
The subject area was first explored during Sir Thomas
Mitchell's 1845-46 expedition in search of a route to the North.
Travelling via the Cogoon (i.e. Muckadilla Creek) and Amby
Creek, Mitchell crossed to the Upper Maranoa, thence to the
Belyando, and thence to the head of the Warrego. After
exploring the Victoria River (i.e. the Barcoo) for some distance,
he returned home via the lower Maranoa2•
Although his Journal recorded instances when he experienced
difficulty in finding water, Mitchell made a report in exceedingly
glowing terms of the country through which he passed. There
are references to "excellent open forest land", "fine open grassy
country", "grass very luxuriant", "the scenery was parklike and
most inviting", "picturesque hills clothed with grass and open
forest", "many rich valleys", and so on.
In April of the following year Edmund B. Kennedy travelled
northwards up the Maranoa, explored the Barcoo, and returned
down the Warrego. His account is more down-to-earth than
Mitchell's. On endeavouring to reach the Culgoa from the
Warrego, he experienced some dry stages on which some of
the horses belonging to the expedition perished from thirst and
a shortage of grass3.
In November 1846, while Mitchell's party was returning
towards the Balonne River crossing at St. George's Bridge, and
before the summer rains and growth of new grass had had time
to erase the tracks formed during its northern journey, Beckett4
and four other squatters, accompanied by Aboriginal guides, had
travelled north along the explorers' tracks and had taken up
country along their northern route. In July 1847, while Kennedy
was still exploring the Upper Warrego in the vicinity of Mount
Playfair, young Allan Macpherson, guided by a sketch drawn
for him by Sir Thomas Mitchell-who was a family friend-
had left Keera Station on the Gwydir River, and with a superin-
tendent and "upwards of twenty men", several hundred cattle,
and "eight to ten thousand sheep" was heading for "the land of
promise"s. Reaching Mount Abundance-near the present-day
town of Roma-in October, while Kennedy was making his way
down the Warrego, Macpherson claimed two huge stations-one
having a frontage of thirty miles along the Cogoon, the other
having one of twenty miles on Bungeworgorai Creek, the total
area being in the vicinity of four hundred thousand acres6 .
Though he was utterly fearless, Macpherson did not ever gain
an understanding of the ways of the Aborigines of the Mount
Abundance district; and this factor-together with the consequent
killing of some of his stockmen and shepherds, the huge sheep
losses, and the scarcity of labour---eaused him to disp.ose of his
interests in 1857 to Stephen Spencer, a neighbour of his father's
on the Gwydir River7 .
In 1848 Macpherson had ridden eastwards, and had found a
route from Mount Abundance to the nearest inhabited run8, and
this work was completed by Spencer eleven years later, when he
made a marked tree-line to Wallumbilla Run, thus opening up a
route from Brisbane via the Darling Downs9. When the new
Queensland Government, following on separation from New
South Wales in 1859, embarked on a program of land legisla-
tion 10 in the early eighteen sixties, a rush to take up runs in the
Maranoa and Warrego districts set in. Would-be squatters came
westwards via the Darling Downs; northwards along the Balonne
and Maranoa; south-westwards from Rockhampton along the
valleys of the Nogoa and the Comet-and later also from Fort
Bourke11 following in reverse Kennedy's dry route along the
Warrego. Mary McManus l2 recorded that during this period as
many as ten land-hungry men were given sleeping accommodation
on the dining room floor at Mount Abundance at. the one time.
III
THE BIG MOUNTAIN CATTLE RUNS
One would have thought that the areas forming the watersheds
of the Upper Warrego, Upper Maranoa and their tributaries and
of the creeks running into the Nogoa and the Comet would have
been among the last in Queensland to be taken up for pastoral
purposes on account of their comparative inaccessibility: but
such was not the case. Of the eighteen runs comprising, for
example, the huge consolidated run known as Meteor Downs
and Albinia Downs which stretched from the Great Dividing
Range to the environs of the present-day town of Rolleston, no
fewer than eight (viz.-the Meteor Creek runs Nos 1 to 8) were
taken up under licence by Walker, Wiggins, and Mackenzie13
as early as 1859 as the culmination of a land drive in the area
that proceeded via Prospect and Zamia Creeks and the lands
opened up by Ludwig Leichhardt in the early stages of his 1844
expedition to Port Essington14.
What a galaxy of names significant in Queensland history were
among the early Meteor Downs run-seekers. There were Louis
Hope, the pioneer sugar-grower; Frederick Walker and A. C.
Gregory the explorers, the latter being also Queensland's first
Surveyor-General; Christopher Rolleston, Crown Lands Com-
missioner for the Darling Downs; William Kelman, whose pastoral
empire was for a time second only to that of Tyson himself;
and Denison, who was probably a relative of Sir William Denison.
Lieutenant-Governor of Van Diemen's Land from 1847 to 1855
and Governor-General of N.S.W. from 1855 to 18601s .
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Of the seven runs comprising the holding known as Babbiloora,
on the Upper Warrego, three were occupied by John Fraser in
1863, while in the same year three of the eleven blocks which
went to form the Carnarvon Run to the north-east of Babbiloora
were taken up by Fraser in conjunction with W. B. Copeman.
Two years later the former added the Westerton block to his
Babbiloora holdings, while in 1866-7 he partnered Charles and
John Monkton Brown in taking up three more runs in this
complex, including Babbiloora itself. Fraser also added three
more Carnarvon blocks to his holdings in 1865, and joined with
Charles and John Monkton Brown in taking up an additional
three blocks in this area between 1868 and 1873. Ten years
later William Kelman-who discovered the pass through the
Great Dividing Range that bears his name-obtained licences to
occupy two Carnarvon blocks, and added an additional block
two years later. Between 1876 and 1885 Kelman had also
managed to acquire the whole of the Babbiloora consolidation!6.
J ames Tyson the cattle millionaire, however, had begun in 1884
to acquire the whole of both the Carnarvon and Babbiloora
consolidations from Kelman and others, and by the end of the
following year had added Meteor Downs and Albinia Downs,
the total area of his leases in this area being 1266t square miles,
comprising Babbiloora (245 square miles), Carnarvon (420
square miles) and the Meteor-Albinia Downs complex (60lt
square miles)!7.
In 1884 the Government passed the Crown Lands Act, which
provided inter alia for lessees, after making application to have
their runs brought under the Act, to have them inspected by a
"dividing commissioner" with a view to consolidation and division
into a leased area and a resumed area. A new rental was
fixed for the leased area; whilst portions of the resumed area, if
the Land Board-which had been set up for the purpose of
administering the Act - considered them suitable for closer
settlement, could be opened to selection as agricultural or grazing
farms. If the Board considered the resumed area unsuitable for
selection in the immediate future, the lessee was permitted on
application to depasture stock thereon on payment of an annual
rentaP8.
James Tyson made application for his three runs to be brought
under the provisions of the 1884 Act. Babbiloora was accordingly
divided into a leased area of 127t square miles and a resumed
section of 117t square miles; Carnarvon into a leased section of
243 square miles, the resumed area being 177 square miles;
while the Meteor Downs complex was divided into a leased area
of 341 t square miles, the resumed area of 260 square miles
being nearest to the town of Rolleston, and "much more suitable
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Carnarvon, Mount Moffat and other pastoral holdings in the area where the Warrego, Maranoa and Leichhardt pastoral districts meet.
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for settlement than that around Springsure, which is intersected
by sandstone ridges"J9.
Babbiloora was "one of the best cattle runs in the Charleville
district, consisting of nice well-grassed apple tree and silver-
leafed iron-bark country . . . with a double frontage on the
Warrego River, in which water may always be obtained at a
reasonable depth". Carnarvon was of "a rough broken character
being composed of High Mountains, Ranges and Peaks with
Pricipitous [sic] Bluff Gorges and Gullies; Small open Flats:
plains, Tablelands and Slopes with good soil and well grassed
sand Hills, sandy gullies with Pine spotted gum Tea Tree and
Wattle. . . . As a whole it is well watered naturally by small
running creeks fed from Springs; the Western parts of the
Channin and Dooloogarah Creeks have sandy beds and the
water sinks away soon after the rain ceases. . . . The grasses
generally [are] of a coarse hard description and only suitable for
breeding cattle and horses. . . . One spring near the head of
Dooloogarah Creek, known as the 'Pumphole' keeps the creek
running full all the year round as well as filling some outside
holes". Meteor Downs was regarded as "a good sheep or cattle
run, well-watered during all average or ordinary seasons, and
fattening in quality. The holding is naturally fairly well watered
by Meteor Creek, Aldebaran Creek, Canopius, Orion Creek, many
branches of the above and smaller creeks-good springs some
shallow lagoons and gullies. . . . Generally the whole of the
available area is thickly coated with a mixture of sweet nutritious
grasses fattening in quality"2o.
The various lessees of' Babbiloora and Carnarvon had kept
fairly frugal establishments. In 1897, for example, Land Com-
missioner Warde reported that the house at Carnarvon was very
old, the horse paddock and yards "old and dilapidated". As for
Babbiloora, the Dividing Commissioner reported in 1889 that
Cunno No 2, the home station, possessed a "slab home" with a
"bark roof, kitchen and meat houses", "the stockyards and horse
paddock [fence] being old and out of repair". Eight years later,
according to Land Commissioner Warde, Babbiloora had acquired
a new hut, and both the leased and the resumed parts had been
enclosed by a "substantial three wire fence". A herding yard had
been erected on Box Creek, but the "very old" stockyard had not
been renovated21 . On the other hand the Meteor Downs head
station-about 30 miles from Springsure-boasted a homestead,
store and office, brick kitchen, cartshed, overseer's quarters, men's
huts, woolshed and shearers' quarters22.
In 1894 Tyson surrendered 5000 acres of the Meteor Downs
lease, to be offered for sale by auction in accordance with the
Special Sales of Land Act of 1891. A 12,300 acre block of the
resumed part of the run was also excised in 1899, and thrown
open as grazing selections at td per acre23 .
Over the years a large amount of financial backing was
required to finance the development of Meteor Downs, Babbi-
100ra, and Carnarvon, the total amount borrowed by the various
run-holders being in advance of £368,000. The biggest individual
investor was James Tyson, who advanced over £218,000 to
William Kelman before acquiring the runs from him in 1884-524.
On Tyson's death in 1898 the three runs were transferred to
Queensland Trustees Ltd. as administrators of his estate. Early
in 1902 Meteor Downs was transferred to Frederick William
Donkin25. Babbiloora and Carnarvon had been transferred to
John Collins & Sons of Tamrookum, near Beaudesert, in 1899.
At the turn of the century these two runs occupied a total of
665 square miles, stretching from Trident Creek to the top of
the Great Dividing Range26. They were regarded by their lessees
as essentially cattle runs, although sheep-raising has been carried
out both on Babbiloora and Carnarvon.
The station known as Dooloogarah, of a total area of 216
square miles, was formed in 1906 from the Carnarvon Resump-
tion and other neighbouring blocks south-west of the leased
area; an Occupation Licence for this run being retained by
Collins & Sons27.
The run called Barngo was between Babbiloora and Dooloo-
garah, the total area being 192 square miles. It comprised the
Woura block, which was first occupied under licence by John
Fraser and Charles and John Monkton Brown in 1866, whilst the
Barngo and Walla Walleena blocks were taken up by Charles
and Henry Tom two years later. After further transfers the
whole of the Barngo run was obtained by the Win ten family m
1883. In accordance with the provisions of the Crown Lands
Act of 1884 the run was divided in 1889 into a leased area of
130i square miles and a resumed area of 69-!- square miles.
The Dividing Commissioner reported:
This consolidated run is of a poor broken character . . .
I do not consider that any part of this . . . run is suitable
for close settlement in small areas either for agriculture or
grazing ...
In 1905 Barngo was declared forfeited, and was added to the
Collins group of stations two years later28 .
Another run held by the Collins family was Westgrove (589
square miles) which was on the southern slopes of the Carnarvon
Ranges but separated from the Upper Warrego runs leased by
John Collins & Sons by forty miles-as the crow flies-of moun-
tainous cattle country. The twelve conterminous runs comprising
the Westgrove complex were taken up between 1858 and 1882,
the various lessees being Charles and William Haly; A. C.
Gregory; Kent, Wienholt and Thelwall; George Anderson Dixon;
Ernest Henry; George Sandeman (three blocks); Robert Martin
Collins; and John George Collins (two blocks). By 1886 the
whole of Westgrove had been acquired by the Collins family.
It was divided in accordance with the 1884 Act into a leased
area of 345 square miles and a resumed area of 244 square miles.
In order to travel from Carnarvon to Meteor Downs via
Kelman's Gap it was possible to go via Marlong Creek on the
Mount Moffat run, which was originally made up of five Mount
Ogilvie blocks (Nos 3 to 7). Of these blocks, which were first
taken up under licence by George Fullerton in 1867, Mount
Ogilvie No 7 was cancelled in the following year, the remaining
four blocks being transferred to Henry Tom between 1872 and
1877. In 1885 Mount Moffat was brought under the provisions
of the Crown Lands Act of 1884, and was divided into a leased
area of 137 square miles and a resumed area of 80 square miles.
At the turn of the century the run was held by Charles Pearson
Tom and Alfred Percy Tom as tenants in common.
Mount Moffat was rough and "mountainous, but generally well-
grassed". It was "fairly good pastoral country and very suitable
for breeding cattle"29.
The run known as Marlong was not formed until 1907, when
it was made up of Nos 6 & 7 Mount Ogilvie blocks of the Mount
Moffat run, which had been declared forfeited in that year. At
the turn of the century the area was known simply as the
Marlong plain3o.
Two of the largest cattle runs on the route from Carnarvon to
Mitchell were Crystalbrook and Forest Vale. The run known as
Forest Vale was made up of eighteen conterminous runs, of which
fifteen were taken up under licence by William Francis Kennedy
between 1859 and 1861, another run having been occupied by
Robert Ker Wilson in 1859, while the remaining two were
obtained by E. C. Elliott, R. C. Lethbridge, and M. P. Elliott in
1876 and 1881 respectively. Between 1876 and 1877 the whole
of the Forest Vale run was acquired by these three partners. In
1888 the run was divided into a leased area of 254 square miles
and a resumed area of 284 square miles, the lessees obtaining the
right to depasture on the resumed area.
Forest Vale was essentially a cattle run, its "strong grasses and
its tendency to seed" rendering the country unsuitable for the
production of sheep. The best pastures were at the southern end
of the run, those of lesser value being at the broader northern
end. The head station, cattle yards, and most of the other
improvements were on Saltbush and Terrarara runs. Forest Vale
had an abundance of natural water, and there were many places
where it could be stored if necessary.
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In 1892 the Forest Vale resumption was broken up into 17
lots which were thrown open to selection as grazing farms at 2d
per acre. By 1895 the lease had been transferred from Elliott,
Lethbridge and Elliott to the Union Bank of Australia. Two
years later Commissioner Warde reported that in some places on
Forest Vale the cypress pine was so dense that the country was
"unavailable" (i.e. useless), but that along the Maranoa and
Merivale Rivers there were open apple tree flats. On the black
soil portions the grasses were sweet and nutritious, but where
the soil was sandy, the grass was coarse and seedy. The holding
was partly enclosed and subdivided into paddocks by means of
wire and rail fences31 •
Situated on the left bank of the Merivale River and adjoining
Westgrove on the latter's western boundary, the run known as
Merivale comprised ten conterminous blocks. With the exception
of Myrtleville No 2, which was taken up by the Darling Downs
and Western Land Co. Ltd as late as 1884, all the Merivale
blocks were first obtained under licence by Thomas L. McIlwraith
(later Sir Thomas McIlwraith, Premier of Queensland) between
1863 and 1875. With the transfer of these nine runs between
1878 and 1881 to the Darling Downs and Western Land Co.
Ltd, all ten Merivale blocks came under the control of that
company.
In 1888 Merivale was divided into a leased area of 239 square
miles-which was increased by a re-survey to 265 square miles
in 1906-and a resumed area of 187 square miles, the Company
having decided to exercise its right to depasture on the resumed
area.
The Merivale run was open well-grassed grazing country, "with
long, low sloping ridges with some steep slopes and well-grassed
gullies". Generally speaking, the country was lightly timbered.
In the north-east portion spurs of the Great Dividing Range
dipped into the lease. Along these spurs the zamia plant was
growing. The head-station was situated on the Sunville block, the
improvements consisting of "house-kitchen", huts, an old stock-
yard, a horse paddock and wire fencing.
In 1896 Merivale was transferred to the Queensland National
Bank. In that year the Darling Downs and Western Land Co. Ltd
had mortgaged it, together with the 14,201 head of cattle and
440 horses running on it to the bank for £323,00032•
IV
OVERLANDERS FROM THE CLARENCE
On to this pastoral scene in 1891 came the Kenniffs, over-
landing from New South Wales, as many men were doing in that
era. They hailed from the Clarence River, and there were two
brothers-Patrick, twenty-eight years old, and James, seventeen
years, with their father, James Senior, fifty-four. Later they were
joined by two younger brothers Thomas and John, who came to
keep their father company during the frequent absences of Patrick
and James. From his general appearance and from the copious
tattooing on his arms, one would have thought that Patrick had
spent several years as a seaman; and Thomas and John were
said to have worked on coastal ships before coming to Queensland.
- The Kenniffs at first settled in the Springsure district and
worked at the usual bush occupations of the day-as stockmen,
as kangaroo shooters, and later as horse-breakers, which became
James's specialty. In those days, too, 'possums and koalas were
not protected, and the ~enniffs at tim.es w~re engaged in snaring
and shooting those ammals for theIr skms. Arguments have
broken out from time to time concerning the Kenniffs' ability as
horsemen. Patrick was a good stockman, whereas James became
a very good horseman in a land where good horsemen were the
rule rather than the exception33• The Kenniff brothers were
known to have ridden the hundred miles from Mitchell to Meri-
vale boundary in a day. Feats of this nature, though not exactly
common, were well known in the pastoral areas of Queensland,
the longest recorded non-stop ride being that of Joseph Po~ter ?f
Aramac, who, using three horses, rode two hundred ml1es m
twenty-four hours34•
Neither Patrick nor his father could read or write, Patrick's
handwriting aJility being confined to proficiency in signing
his name, whereas James Senior used a cross for a mark. At
some time during James's boyhood the New South Wales Depart-
ment of Education had temporarily caught up with him, and he
had reached a bare fourth Grade standard in reading and writing.
Big brother Patrick was the real leader of the Kenniffs, while
James wrote the few letters that had to be concocted, the father
acting as cook and camp-minder. In a land where dwellings-
even those belonging to some of the big stations-were of a
primitive kind because of the shortage of sawn timber, the edifices
erected by the Kenniffs excelled in primitiveness. A humpy made
of rough bush timber and roofed with bark, an old tent, a rock
shelter-these served the Kenniffs as eating and sleeping quarters,
and as storehouses for their rations and their few chattels.
For a time, during the early eighteen nineties, all went well.
The father found his job as camp-minder a lonely one, but life
on the big cattle runs, where they could indulge their passion for
good "horseflesh", appealed to Patrick and James. Here large
mobs of brumbies roamed, and although some of these were of
strangely mixed lineage, with draught-horse legs and race-horse
bodies or vice versa, many of them were cleanly bred; and a
good brumby-inured as it was to the hard life in the ranges-
could "gallop all day". The station owners and managers in this
area, too, liked big, tall racing stock; and Patrick and James
were happy in their work.
Patrick Kenniff.
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Trouble, when it appeared, came very slowly. The station
people--owners, managers, and their employees-had taken the
KennifIs at their own valuation, as is usually their custom. At
first it was the theft of some horses from Lansdowne Station,
the brands having been disfigured, and the numerals on their
necks cut out with a knife. Charges, however, were not pressed
by the Lansdowne manager owing to his high regard for James
as a horse-breaker35.
In March 1895, however, warrants were taken out against
Patrick and James for stealing two race-horses. The brothers
were found guilty, Patrick being sentenced to three years' penal
servitude and James to two years' hard labour. It was then that
Patrick's brushes with the law while in New South Wales were
revealed, three convictions having been recorded against him, the
most serious being a sentence of four years' penal servitude for
cattle-stealing at Grafton, which he had served just prior to
migrating to Queensland. Patrick had also been fined £5 at
Casino at the early age of thirteen for a breach of the Impounding
Act. This was probably the origin of the story told about him-
that as a boy he had leapt a horse out of a pound yard whilst
riding bareback and without the aid of a bridle. It became known
also that James had been sentenced to three months' hard labour
at Grafton for "Illegally Using"36.
Naturally the men of the surrounding stations were disillusioned
about the Kenniffs. Their disillusionment was increased five
months later when a man named Thomas Stapleton was sentenced
to six years' imprisonment. for cattle-stealing. During the course
of the trial it became known that Stapleton had several New
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James Kenniff.
South Wales conVIctIons for stock-stealing and that he was
abetted by the Kenniffs in stealing cattle belonging to James
Tyson, who it will be recalled leased Meteor Downs, Babbiloora,
and Carnarvon Stations at that time.
Cattle-stealing, also known as cattle-duffing--or earlier on as
gully-raking and moon-lighting-was common in the pastoral
areas of Eastern Australia, and almost as old as settlement in
Australia itself3? Outwardly respectable settlers had no compunc-
tion in increasing their little herds several-fold at the expense of
their neighbours. At times an odd beast or two would surrepti-
tiously change hands; at times a small herd would be driven off
quietly at night along little-used bridle tracks; at times a larger
herd would be stolen from some distant paddock far from the
eye of stockmen or boundary riders. Sometimes stolen cattle
might pass through several hands and travel scores of miles
before reaching their final destination. A man would register a
brand similar to that of his wealthier neighbour in order to
simplify the "faking" of brands. Wandering cleanskins were
branded without enquiries being made concerning their owner-
ship-this was the most common method of cattle-stealing. Cattle-
duffers often went armed about the bush during their forays.
Those caught red-handed disdained the use of Marquis of
Queensbury rules. A stout stick, or a stirrup-iron swinging on
its leather, would deter most men from trying conclusions with
them. Cattle tracks leading out of stockyards were obliterated by
brushing with branches in order to hide the evidence of the
thefts. Men often accumulated large herds of cattle by these
means. They became respectable cattlemen; and it was then
their turn to fulminate against the cattle-duffers.
In the eighteen nineties stock-stealing was rife in the country
to the north of the Roma and Charleville districts. It was
natural, therefore, that on returning to the ranges after the
expiration of their gaol sentences the Kenniffs' reception by the
Upper Warrego graziers was a cool one. To cap it all Patrick
collected a further gaol term of three years in August 1899 for
receiving a stolen cheque. This charge was connected with the
robbery of a store in the town of Yuleba in that year38.
V
THE KENNIFFS AS GRAZIERS: THE RALPH BLOCK
Reports state39 that about the turn of the century the Kenniffs
gave up accepting station work and became surly and truculent.
The two brothers took to carrying Winchesters, and also Colt
revolvers, which they kept in holsters inside their shirts. It is
understandable that Patrick's and James's prison sentences, and
the resultant cool reception they received at the hands of the
graziers, would have had something to do with this change of
attitude. In order to appreciate fully, however, this hardening in
the KennifIs' relationships with the cattlemen of the Upper
Warrego and Upper Maranoa stations, it is necessary to look at
their grazing activities, and how they fared in their efforts to join
the ranks of the graziers.
In August 1893 James Kenniff Senior had applied for occupa-
tion licences for Hoganthulla No 3 resumption, which had an
area of IS! square miles, and for 20! square miles of the
Killarney resumption4o. Both these blocks were on the Upper
Warrego, to the south of Babbiloora. He paid a total of £39
in rental on these two blocks up to the middle of 1894 and
registered a brand lateral K T 6, for use on Hoganthulla41 •
The Kenniffs then allowed their licences to expire and turned
their attention to a larger block, which was conterminous with
both the Barngo resumption and the Dooloogarah portion of
Carnarvon, which, it has been shown, were held by the Winten
family and James Tyson respectively. The Kenniffs' new acquisi-
tion was the 39 square mile block known as Ralph42 which,
because of its isolation and its rough, broken character, had
lain undisturbed by the advance of pastoral development ever
since Frederic George Smith, of Charleville, had taken out a
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licence to depasture stock on it in 1881, but had allowed it to
lapse by the following year. In January 1895 James Kenniff
applied for an occupation licence for Ralph, which had been
declared open to licence at 15/- per square mile. The Lands
Department, however, refused the licence, and refunded the £30
rental which had been advanced. It is perhaps significant that
this refusal occurred one month after Patrick and James had
been given gaol sentences for horse-stealing.
In March 1897, four months after James's release from prison,
the Kenniffs again applied for an Occupation Licence for Ralph.
This time they were successful. In March 1898, seven months
after Patrick's discharge from St. Helena, he registered the brand
p K 7 for use at Babbiloora. A month later the brothers
registered the brand W 7 K for use at Augathella43 . In August
1898 the Kenniffs strove to expand their holdings by applying
for Maermeddo, which was part of the Carnarvon resumption,
its area being 30 square miles: but as rental was being paid on
this block by James Tyson, the application was refused44. Within
four months, however, Tyson had died. Under his energetic
direction cattle numbers at Carnarvon had increased from 8645
in 1891 to 12839 in 1896, the average number of cattle branded
annually from 1892 to 1897 being approximately 145045. From
Tyson's death, however, until John Collins & Sons took over
Carnarvon at the turn of the century no records were kept,
stockmen were paid off, and conditions generally deteriorated.
It was during this time that the Kenniffs were alleged to have
accumulated over a thousand head of cattle belonging to the
Tyson estate46.
In December 1899, however, the Kenniffs received a bitter
blow. The Ralph block was "transferred" to William Collins47•
Without any pasturage for their cattle and horses, they relin-
quished their three brands in August 1900 to H. & D. Winten-
lateral K T 6 for use at Bogarella, P K 7 for use at Caldervale,
and W 7 K for use at Barngo, which adjoined Ralph on the
latter's western boundary48.
VI
THE "PET POLICEMAN":
THE POLICE STATION AT RALPH
The Kenniffs' chagrin and embitterment must have increased
still further at the developments that followed the loss of the
Ralph block. The Government Gazette of 22 December 1900
carried a notice that an area of 640 acres in the Cottnty .• ef
Orrery was declared a Reserve for police purposes. The Govern-
ment planned to erect and staff a police station on Carnarvon
Creek (now Ralphs Creek) on a choice site right in the centre
of the Ralph block. This was a blow aimed directly at stopping
the Kenniffs' cattle-duffing activities once and for all. It would
mean in effect that the police would act as boundary riders along
the southern boundary of Carnarvon, leaving to the employees
of John Collins & Sons the task of mustering the Carnarvon
herds and arresting the general deterioration that had ensued on
the station following on Tyson's death. This they proceeded to
do with a will; large numbers of store cattle having been taken
off and sent to Tamrookum, or sold to other stations.
The Upper Warrego police station, as it was called, was not
the primitive edifice that some writers suggest. It stood on
twenty-four sapped pine stumps which were fitted with galvanised
iron caps. There were three rooms-sleeping quarters, a cell,
and a kitchen-plus a verandah, the total area of the building
being 520 square feet. There was also a 20' x 9' galvanised iron
building known as the harness room with a dirt floor49. The
Upper Warrego police station had a staff of three-Constable
George Doyle (in charge), Constable Millard, and Sam Johnson,
an Aboriginal tracker.
When Patrick rejoined his family on completion of his prison
sentence in November 19015°, he found that a new era had
begun. His family no longe~ wor~ed on the s~rrounding stations,
but were leading a nomadIC eXIstence, movmg from place to
place with their string of horses and sometimes a few cattle.
Horses, guns, saddles, bridles, and halters; meat, flour, tea and
sugar-these now became their whole existence as they rode
about the Upper Warrego leases; Patrick ar:d James armed to
the teeth with Winchester rifles and Colt revolvers. Among the
horses which they had accumulated by various means were some
with a turn of speed, in particular an aged horse which had
raced in Brisbane under the name of Parnell. The Kenniffs made
a precarious living by attending the various race meetings from
Taroom to Charleville and matching their horses against those
of rival owners. They also bought, sold, and swopped horses.
They had plenty of friends of the "horsey" type, and were said
to have dressed well when in the various towns.
Besides the loss of their Ralph block and the establishment of
the Upper Warrego police station thereon, the Kenniffs received
yet another setback after Collins & Sons acquired the leases of
Babbiloora and Carnarvon; because the latter appointed as
manager of Carnarvon one of their most trusted and efficient
employees, Albert Christian Dahlke, who had gained his experi-
ence in all phases of cattle-handling on the Collins properties in
the Beaudesert district. Born in 1875 at Pimpama and christened
Johannes Albert Christian Dahlke, the new Carnarvon manager
was of Prussian ancestry. He was indefatigable in his efforts to
arrest the drift in the affairs of Carnarvon Station; and he was
determined to put an end to cattle- and horse-stealing. He burnt
all unauthorised yards which he found on Crown land, and allied
himself with the managers of the neighbouring stations in his
campaign to end the stealing of stock.
VII
THE MURDERS IN LETHBRIDGE'S POCKET
Events were moving towards a final showdown between the
Kenniffs and the employees of John Collins & Sons. Dahlke had
come face to face with James, and had warned him off the
Collins properties. The latter had resented this, and had taken
it out on Joseph Ryan, the head stockman on Carnarvon. Ryan
had worked as a stockman for James Tyson, but had gone
scalping when he lost his job on Tyson's death. The fact that
Ryan was now head stockman on Carnarvon annoyed the
Kenniffs, who menaced him with stirrup-irons if they saw him.
James, on one occasion, seeing Ryan on Babbiloora, had defied
him, and had proved the victor in the fist fight that followed51.
On 26 February 1902 Constable Doyle, of the Upper Warrego
police station, had found it necessary on Merivale Station to
draw his revolver in order to arrest Patrick Kenniff on a charge
of horse-stealing52. The latter had also drawn a revolver, but
had allowed himself to be arrested. James Robert Thornton, a
Merivale employee, had refused to take a message for trans-
mission to the police in connection with this charge, and had
been dismissed by the manager, Snelling, as a consequence. The
charge of horse-stealing was not proceeded with by the police at
Mitchell, but Patrick received a fine for travelling stock without
a permit. On leaving the police station Patrick asked for the
return of his revolver. It seems strange to-day that a man with
Patrick Kenniff's record should have been allowed to carry a
concealable firearm. This was quite permissable, in Queensland,
however, until 1927, when the Firearms Act prohibited the
carrying of concealable firearms without a licence. Action could
ha~e been taken perhaps under the Vagrant Acts, 1851 to 1863,
whIch would have been in force in 1902, but this was not
attempted. As the revolver was being handed back to Patrick,
Doyle taxed him with having drawn it on him at Merivale.
Patrick's reply had been, "Do I look like a man that would use
a revolver?"53.
The Kenniffs seemed to have considered the horses involved
in the Merivale charge as their own. They developed a deep
resentment against Merivale, against Snelling its manager and
aga~nst its lessee, the Queensland National Bank. '
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Constable George Doyle.
It is about this time that allegations and counter-allegations
were made concerning the Kenniffs' stock-dealing activities. They
were-it is obvious by now-compulsive stock-stealers. James
Senior was never actually charged with stealing prior to 1902,
though he was involved several times in travelling stock without
a permit. At times he gave the name "Kennedy" when questioned
by the police. Patrick had several aliases, viz.- Thompson,
Smith, Cunningham, and Stapleton. On the other hand friends
of the Kenniffs charged the police and station owners with
blaming the Kenniffs for many stock thefts committed by other
persons.
Towards the end of 1901 Dahlke had come face to face with
James Kenniff on Babbiloora. A fist-fight had broken out during
which Dahlke had proved his superiority. But this was not all.
Dahlke had a crack race-horse-a mare named Boadicea-which
could outrun any horse owned by the Kenniffs. Outfought and
outridden by Dahlke, James - proud of his prowess as a
horseman and as a pugilist - must have suffered periods of
intense chagrin.
By March 1902 Patrick had reached the age of forty, James
being twenty-eight and the father sixty-five. Thomas and John
-who had never been in any trouble with the police-were
eighteen and seventeen respectively. The father was small and
bent, but wiry, with an iron-grey moustache. Patrick was above
medium height, greying, and stockily built. James was smaller,
and of a "nuggety" build. Patrick was of a surly nature, but
whilst in gaol had proved a model prisoner. James was of a
more unstable temperament. At times his manner would be
friendly, but he would suddenly break out into "wild
vituperations"54.
The following incidents will show the unusual relationship
existing between the employees of John Collins & Sons and the
Kenniffs, who were dependent on Carnarvon for their mail and
some of their provisions. Early on the evening of 27 March
1902 Thomas Kenniff called at the homestead and was given
two plugs of tobacco by Ryan, the head stockman. At about
7.30 p.m. Patrick, James and Thomas called at the kitchen door
where Ryan, Burke (a stockman) and the housekeeper were
having their supper. When Ryan came to the door James
asked, "Have you seen myoid man lately?"
Ryan replied, "Not since he passed Babbiloora."
"Have you seen that chestnut horse of mine?"
"Yes, I saw it at Dooloogarah Plain."
"When you were in Mitchell at Christmas time why did you
tell people there that Dahlke gave me a hiding, and that you
yourself pulled me off my horse and gave me a hiding? I am a
better man now than 1 was at Babbiloora and neither you nor
Dahlke is fit to give me a hiding."
Ryan replied, "I never said it. I think you are making a
mistake, Jim."
James said, "You are such an infernal liar. You are not
worth a bloody punch, or I would give you one tonight."
Patrick said, "Give the bugger one", and James aimed a punch
at Ryan, who stepped hastily back into the kitchen.
Burke came to the door and said, "Go steady, Jim."
Patrick said to Ryan, "You bloody bastard. When you had
nowhere to go, you came and stayed with us." Here he produced
his revolver and continued, "Now you turn bloody policeman.
I will meet you in a week's time and you can fetch Dahlke and
your pet policeman, and 1 will belt the lot of you. I hear my
old man is arrested. If he is, you will remember it".
The three Kenniffs turned to go away; but Patrick turned back
and said to Ryan, "Whatever Dahlke gets you will get the
same"55.
On,,,21 March 1902 the Roma police took out a warrant
against Patrick and James Kenniff for stealing a pony, the
property of George William Hunt, of Springsure. The contents
of the warrant were wired to Charleville, and on 26 March a
Albert Christian Dahlke.
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notification was received by Constable Doyle at Upper Warrego
police station instructing him to execute the warrant. * Word had
also been received by the police that the Kenniffs had been
seen on Merivale Station driving off some of the station horses.
A Chinese gardener had been "stuck up", a pack-saddle, a
stock-whip, a halter, and a surcingle had been stolen from a man
named Rattray56, and the house at Sunnyvale, a Merivale out-
station, had been burnt down. It was also reported that a
police horse had been stolen on the day Patrick was released
from- custody at Mitchell, and that James was suspected of
being implicated. This raid by the Kenniffs on Sunnyvale is the
closest they went to meriting the name of "bushrangers", which
was given to them by contemporary newspaper writers.
On Good Friday, two days after the receipt of the notifica-
tion about the Kenniffs, Constable Doyle, with Aboriginal
tracker Sam Johnson, left the police station, accompanied
by Dahlke, who had arrived there the previous night. Doyle
and Dahlke were well mounted, the former on a good police
horse and Dahlke on the race-horse Boadicea. Johnson was
mounted on an old "plug" of the type usually given to trackers
to ride, with which they were expected to jog along behind the
police party until ordered forward to carry out tracking duties.
Johnson led a pack-horse which carried provisions, blankets,
handcuffs and a marching chain. Doyle had with him a Webley
police-issue revolver in a holster on the right side of the pommel
of his saddle. It was loaded in five chambers, and he carried five
spare cartridges in a cartridge belt. He wore spurs, a brown
Lamington hat and two armbands made of twisted wool, the
ends of these being fastened by cylindrical metal clasps. Dahlke
wore spurs, and a cabbage tree hat, and in the lapel of his coat
he had two or three bouquet pins with glass beads for heads.
Johnson was unarmed, Dahlke being armed with a stock-whip
only. Criticism has been levelled at Constable Doyle for allowing
a civilian to accompany him to execute a warrant, and in par-
ticular Dahlke, who was hated by the Kenniffs. Each of the two
brothers, however, had allowed himself to be arrested in the
past; and Doyle probably did not realise the implications of
endeavouring -to make a double arrest-much had taken place
since this had been done previously in 1895; nor did he appre-
ciate the changed attitude of the Kenniffs implicit in the recent
raid on Sunnyvale. He was probably unaware of the threats
uttered by the Kenniffs on their recent visit to Carnarvon home-
stead. In any event Dahlke's presence with the police party was
felt by Doyle to be necessary, as the Kenniffs were thought to
have established a camp in Lethbridge's Pocket which was
situated on the other side of the Range and on one of the heads
of Meteor Creek, and which must be approached over a ridge
leading off from the main range. Dahlke was familiar with the
spot; but Doyle had never visited it before. Dahlke for his part
would have been anxious to put an end to a situation where two
convicted stock-stealers could ride around his employers' leases
and threaten his head stockman, who was afraid of them.
Travelling via Carnarvon through Mount Moffat holding, the
party called at the homestead, where they were informed by the
lessee, Charles Pearson Tom, that one of his station hands had
noticed the tracks of five horses, three of which were shod, on
Western Branch, which was one of the heads of the Maranoa
River.
Doyle, Dahlke, and Johnson spent the night at Mount Moffat
homestead, and on Saturday 28 March they rode towards
Kelman's Gap, Charles Tom riding with them until the horse
tracks were sighted. With Johnson in the lead the police party
followed the tracks, and camped for the night at Marlong
Yards. The following day, which was Easter Sunday, they
reached the top of the Range, and commenced the descent of
the slope into the Pocket.
* The complaint stated that the theft had occurred "on or about the
twenty-fifth day of October, 1901". Patrick would have had a good
alibi, as he was not released from gaol for the Yuleba receiving offence
until 12 November.
The journey of the police party was not in a northerly direction,
as might be supposed. The horse tracks went up in a north-
easterly direction to the source of Marlong Creek. Once over
the Range, however, the bridle track which the party was follow-
ing took an easleny directIOn down the slope to the Pocket.
At the bottom of the slope was Lethbridge's Creek-in 1902 a
dry watercourse with an occasional waterhole-which fell in a
north-west direction, then turned sharply to the north-east. A
horseman riding down the slope to the Pocket and then
following the track down the Creek to the Kenniffs' camp and
beyond would be moving along the shape of an irregular figure
2 in reverse. The environs of the Creek itself were lightly
timbered; while on the south-western side of the Pocket there
were considerable expanses of dogwood scrub.
Johnson was riding in the lead when suddenly he descried
three horsemen riding towards him out of a gully between the
police party and Lethbridge's Creek. It was the three Kenniff
brothers-Patrick, James, and Thomas. They were going on a
long journey, as they had two fully laden pack-horses with them.
Johnson stated that he called back to Constable Doyle, "Here
they are". At that the Kenniffs drew rein, dropped their pack-
horses' halters, turned about and galloped off; Patrick and
Thomas riding south-east towards the head of a dry gully, while
James went in an easterly direction towards the Creeks7•
Throwing the halter of his pack-horse around a dry branch in
order to secure it, Johnson set off after Patrick, while Doyle and
Dahlke galloped off in pursuit of James.
Finding that he was not supported, Johnson abandoned his
pursuit of Patrick, and rode _across to where James, who must
have been badly mounted, had been overtaken by Dahlke, who
was seated -on his horse holding James's horse firmly by one of
the rings on the bridle. When the Aboriginal tracker reached
the scene he saw Doyle standing on the left side of James's
horse trying to unhorse him. Johnson dismounted, and, catching
James by the right foot, succeeded in dislodging him. He fell on
his feet, whereupon Doyle seized him by the arm and told
Johnson to go for the pack-bags in which were the handcuffs.
As Johnson rode back across the gully he noticed that Doyle's
horse was feeding58, i.e. it was not tied up.
The tracker rode to the pack-horse, which he stated was about
200 yards away. While doing so he heard a sound like that of a
revolver shot, followed by four other shots. He tried to pull the
handcuffs out of the pack-bags without unstrapping them; but,
being unable to do that, rode back with the pack-horse towards
the place where he had left Doyle holding James. On his way
he saw the two Kenniffs galloping towards him. He first slowed
to a walk, then halted, abandoned the pack-horse, and escaped
up the slope into a patch of dogwood scrub.
Johnson stated that he rode at full speed out of the Pocket
to the Pumphole-a spring on Carnarvon leasehold about twelve
miles away which he reached at about 11 a.m. Here he found
James Burke, who, it will be remembered, had been present
when the Kenniffs made their visit to Carnarvon homestead on
21 March. Burke returned with the tracker to the Pocket, which
he reached on the same afternoon; and leaving the latter at a
safe distance, went forward to investigate. Burke, a stockman
from the Richmond River, has been credited with great bravery
for this action; but he had no fear of the Kenniffs, whom he
had known as boys before they had migrated to Queensland.
On descending the range into the Pocket, Burke saw two
horses - Dahlke's and the police pack-horse. The reins of
Boadicea's bridle were trailing on the ground. The pommel and
kneepads of the saddle were splashed with freshly-dried blood;
there was blood sprinkled like raindrops on the mare's withers,
on part of her mane almost up to her ears, on a quartpot-holder
strapped to the saddle, and on one stirrup-iron. The pack-bags
had been taken off the pack-horse and were lying empty in the
gully. A hat was lying on the ground near the track to Leth-
bridge's Creek. Burke then returned to the Pumphole to warn
Ryan in view of the threats made by the Kenniffs, while Johnson
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Lethbridge's Pocket.
1. Pack-horse "tethered". 2. Three Kenniffs turned back. 3. Pack-bags
dragged from here. 4. Pack-bags seen on 30/3/1902. 5. Doyle's hat
seen on 30/3/1902. 6. Doyle, Dahlke and James Kenniff 30/3/1902.
7. Johnson fled from here. 8. Boadicea and pack-horse. 9. Johnson gave
up pursuit of Patrick. 10. D~yle's surcingle. 11. Three small fires.
12. Bullet mark on tree. 13. Bullet mark on log. 14. Spurs. 15. Doyle's
soap. 16. Boot tracks.
THE CHASE
from the fact that fat was found still undecayed between two
vertebrae-that the death of the person or persons from whom
they came must have been recent-not more than twenty days
befol'ehe examined them. There were signs that some of the
bones must have been pounded up by force. In the charcoal
were also found two metal cylinders or rings exactly correspond-
ing with those on the armbar.ds worn by Doyle, and two bouquet
pins, with glass beads for heads, exactly corresponding with the
pins worn by Dahlke on 30 March.
There was found in the Pocket a few days later-about a
mile and a quarter down the Creek from the three small fires-
a large rock which had recently been splintered by the heat of
a very fierce fire. On the rock there were brown stains and a
quantity of brown congealed material like burnt blood. Lying
near the rock were several fragments of broken bone, a human
tooth, a shirt button, a piece of felt, and a piece of clothing.
All these things looked as if they had been through fire. In a
crack in the rock was a piece of melted lead. Nearby were a
broom made of twigs tied together, two pieces of stout stick,
charred at one end and covered with grease, and a boulder about
six inches across which bore on it stains of blood and greasy
matter. Months later the handcuffs and chain, which were in
the pack-bags when the police party encountered the Kenniffs,
were found in the Pocket.
It appeared that the murderers had intended to carry the
charred remains in the pack-bags on Doyle's horse and to dump
them in one of the deep gorges which are common in the
vicinity of the Pocket; but the horse must have pulled away at
night or when the murderers were off their guard, and the visits
to the Pocket by Burke and Millard would have disturbed them
and prevented them from recapturing the horse with its grisly
burden.
Following on Sam Johnson's description of events which he
witnessed in the Pocket on Easter Sunday, strong suspicion, of
course, fell on the Kenniffs, particularly on Patrick and James,
who were both present at the scene of the crime. Senior Sergeant
Byrne, of Toowoomba, who had been sent out to investigate the
went to Mount Moffat homestead and thence to Forest Vale,
whence he left under escort to Mitchell, the nearest telegraphic
centre. Here a statement was taken from him by the police,
and he was sent to Brisbane for protection.
On hearing from Burke of the disappearance of Doyle and
Dahlke and of the finding of Dahlke's mare with its blood-
stained saddle, Ryan hurried off to inform Constable Millard59 •
He reached the Upper Warrego police station at midnight on
Easter Sunday, 30 March, and woke Millard. Ryan was in such
a panic that he could not give Millard a coherent version of
what Burke had told him.
Millard was in a quandary. His superior officer had informed
him that he would return on Wednesday, and had ordered him
not to leave the station. In addition Doyle had taken with him
all of the available police horses. Borrowing a horse, however,
Millard rode the fourteen miles to Carnarvon to look for Burke;
but the housekeeper, Mrs McCann, informed him that the latter
had returned to the Pumphole.
On the following day, Tuesday 1 April, Burke returned to
the Pocket, accompanied by a man named Tapp, who with a
mate named Lee had reached the Pumphole via the Meteor
Creek-Dooloogarah Creek stock route during his absence on
, Easter Sunday. The pack-bags and the hat had disappeared, but
Burke found near the bank of the creek the ashes of three small
fires, which had apparently been made with leaves and twigs.
Under the ashes was a substance which appeared to be clotted
blood, which was partly burnt. Leaves lying on the ground close
to the fires were stained>-~with drops of blood. Piled up at the
foot of an apple tree near the ashes were two pairs of spurs,
which were later identified as those worn by Doyle and Dahlke.
In the meantime Constable Millard had returned to the Upper
Warrego police station, still hoping that Doyle might return on
the Wednesday, as arranged. On that day three men-Wirten,
Healy, and a part-Aboriginal named Jack - arrived from
Carnarvon with a spare horse. Millard sent Jack off with a note
to Charles Tom at Mount Moffat, enquiring whether he had seen
Doyle and Dahlke.
On Thursday 3 April Millard joined Burke at the Pumphole,
and the two descended into the Pocket. There were now cattle
and dingo tracks near the three heaps of ashes, which had been
raked about. On the left side of the creek Millard found an
apple tree which bore the mark of a bullet that had entered the
sapwood and had been deflected, the exit being a little lower
than the entrance. About six yards to the right of the tree,
looking from the south-west, was a log which showed on its
upper side about fifteen inches from the ground the mark of a
bullet which had grazed the top of the log. A piece of soap of a
type used by Doyle, and a quantity of bluestone-which was
said to be useful as a cure for sore backs on horses-were found
near the three small fires. There were marks on the ground
which showed that the pack-bags which Burke had seen on his
first visit to the Pocket had been dragged across the Creek to a
large log which had been set alight and which was still burning;
but the pack-bags were nowhere to be seen.
About a mile lower down in the Pocket, Millard found Doyle's
horse still carrying his saddle and accoutrements: the offside
leather and stirrup-iron, however, and the saddlecloth were
missing. Across the saddle were now thrown the two missing
pack-bags. Doyle's pipe was still in the saddle pouch, his
Webley revolver still in its holster; but it contained only aGe
empty cartridge case, the other four cartridges having been
removed. It bore marks of having been held in a man's left
hand wet with blood.
In the pack-bags were about two hundred pounds of charcoal
which was found to contain a large quantity of partly-burnt
fragments of human bones from various parts of the body,
human teeth, shirt buttons, a shirt stud and small fragments of
clothing material. Dr Francis Henry Vivian Voss of Rock-
hampton, who examined the bones five days later, was of the
opinion that they were those of an adult male or males, and-
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thefts at Merivale and the burning down of Sunnyvale outstation,
set off with a constable in pursuit of the Kenniffs, who, Byrne
guessed, would be leaving the district hurriedly in the direction
of Springsure. James Kenniff Senior and Thomas and John
Kenniff were overtaken at Uraway Springs, twenty miles from
Springsure, and charged with horse-stealing, as they had with
them one of the stolen Merivale horses6o. A further charge of
stealing the articles taken from Rattray at the time of the raid
on Sunnyvale was preferred, as these items were found in the
possession of James Senior and the two Kenniff youths61 . Parties
of police scoured the district, but Patrick and James Kenniff
had completely disappeared.
Gradually, however, news came to hand of their movements.
On 4 April three horses were stolen from a paddock 30 miles
from Merivale. It was a continuation of the old feud, the
Kenniffs having declared that eight horses on Merivale were
their property. The Kenniffs were now on the run, riding east-
ward along the Great Dividing Range. They were reported as
having been seen in the Yuleba district, riding like demons on
tired horses. Towards the end of April they raided an outstation
building north of Chinchilla in an effort to obtain food. Finding
the cupboard bare, the manager having anticipated a visit from
the Kenniffs, they left behind a derisive note which included the
warning, "Remember Dahlke"62. The tracks of three horses were
followed, and these led to the Bunya Mountains, where the
Kenniffs were said to have holed up for a time63 .
On 19 April the Government had decided to offer a reward of
£1000 for information leading to the capture of "the murderers
of the two persons whose remains . . . are believed to be those
of Constable George Doyle and Albert C. Dahlke". Warrants
were taken out against persons suspected of harbouring the
Kenniffs, or of supplying them with food64•
On Friday 28 May, Sergeant Byrne with a police party was
watching the movements of a man who was camped with a
small string of horses on a branch of Hutton Creek. Byrne was
suspicious, thinking that the Kenniffs might be in the area with
a view t<J effecting a change of horses. The police party closed
in on the camp, and it was arranged that on a given signal-the
firing of a shot by Sergeant Byrne-members of the police party
would rush the camp65. A shot was heard and a section of the
police party rushed forward, to find two saddle-horses and a
pack-horse, all fully accoutred and tethered to trees. There was
also rifle and revolver ammunition, saddles, bridles, a-daily
paper and food, including fresh bread and butter. The reason
for the shot became apparent when a fourth horse-presumably
lame, and thus regarded by the Kenniffs as expendable-was seen
lying on the ground on the point of death. The shot, which had
been fired by one of the Kenniffs, had meant that part of the
police trap was not in position. The Kenniffs fled on foot,
and within a few days had stolen fresh horses and provisions.
Two of the horses recovered by the police were among those
stolen from Merivale.
During this period the Kenniffs stole horses, food and camp
chattels indiscriminately; but their main hatred was reserved
for the Merivale lessees and for John Collins & Sons and their
employees. McLain, manager of Babbiloora and Ryan, head
stockman of Carnarvon were taken into protective custody in
one of the police camps, over sixty policemen having joined in
the hunt for the Kenniffs. On other stations - in particular
Merivale - steps were taken to arm the managers and stockmen
against a surprise visit by the Kenniffs.
Shortly after the Kenniffs' narrow escape from capture, they
staged a night raid on Westgrove - a Collins station on the
southern slopes of the Carnarvon Range - and it was here that
the Kenniffs fully recouped their losses at Hutton Creek; their
haul including three horses, a rifle, large stocks of cooked food,
some flour, tea, and sugar, together with saddles-including a
pack-saddle66.
IX
IN THE LAND OF FENCES
On the advice of their friends the Kenniffs seemed to have
inclined towards the belief that if they stood trial for the murder
of Doyle and Dahlke they would be acquitted through the lack
of direct evidence. Accordingly early in June they became bolder
and began to frequent the more populated fenced areas. Having
forwarded some money for provisions to a Mitchell storekeeper,
they called one evening at his home, but were informed by his
sister that he was not at home. They called again at midnight,
but were again informed of the storekeeper's absence. Leaving
behind a message that they would call again in a few days, they
rode out of town.
The Kenniffs were as good as their word, and called on the
storek~eper late one night. This time the police were waiting
for them; but one brother, who was holding the horses, warned
the other, and the two Kenniffs galloped out of town, colliding
in the dark with a fence that had been built across an old road.
They managed to elude the police, who, surprisingly enough,
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"In Quest of the Kenniffs", from The Queens/ander.
(l) Where Constable Doyle and Mr Dahlke were shot. (2) Spot where
the bodies were· burnt. (F shows the rock on which the fire was made.)
(3)Sketch in Lethbridge's Pocket, near where the tragedy occurred.
(4) View of Marlong Plain, Mount Moffatt Station. (The sugar-loaf
peak is Mount Issy.) (5) Lot's wife, a sandstone pillar on Mount
Moffatt Station, 70ft. high. (6) Police main camp, Marlong Plain.
(7) Our "special" starts out from Mitchell. (8) His return after a fort-
night in a generous country.
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were not mounted. In spite of their narrow escape they returned
one evening after sundown, and had a short conversation with
the storekeeper, although the town was swarming with police67•
The brothers appeared to have ridden next in a westerly
direction, as they were in the Morven district by 9 June, where
they stole two horses and a knife, the property of a man named
Davis. They also made off with two horses from Redford. A
week later they were riding back through the Mungallala district,
where they stole a pack-saddle and articles of clothing from a
man named Peberday68.
By the middle of June the fugitives were back near Mitch~ll,
two horses having been found, saddle-marked and covered WIth
dried sweat, in the dry bed of the Maranoa River nine miles
south of the town. Constables Cleary and Lawton, who found
them, considered that the horses had been ridden until exhausted,
and then abandoned. Later word was received that the Kenniffs
had taken up residence in an abandoned hut near Back Creek,
which is a small watercourse about six miles from Mitchell on
the right bank of the Maranoa. On 21 June a farmer named
John B. Eaton reported to the police that a bag of wheat had
been stolen from his farm, which was on the eastern side of
the road69 •
Constable Meston, who had been detailed to investigate, traced
the tracks of two unshod horses from a shed on Eaton's farm
across the road to a thick patch of brigalow-sar.dalwood scrub
about a quarter of a mile off the road, where the bag of wheat
had been opened and the two horses allowed to feed from it.
On the following day (23 June), acting on instructions from
Sub-Inspector Malone, First Class Constable Tasker, accom-
panied by Constables Meston, Scanlan, and Cramb, ar.d
Aboriginal trackers Jack Rankin and Bundi Jack, left Mitchell
at 3.20 a.m., and at daylight began following the tracks where
Constable Meston had seen them the previous evening. These
led across stony ground where tracking proved so difficult that
the police party dismounted and continued tracking on foot. A
deserted camp was found where the horses had been fed again
and a fowl had been plucked. The ground hereabouts was
covered with prickly pear, and brigalow and sandalwood logs.
The Back Creek area where the Kenniffs were captured. By a recent
decision. Back Creek is to be re-named Arrest Creek in commemoration
of the capture of the Kenniffs. Reproduced from Survey Office parish
maps by kind permission of the Surveyor-General.
The Kenniff Camp at Back Creek showing horses shot by police.
(Photo by courtesy of Mr A. Clelland)
Constable Cramb made his way up to the brow of a stony
ridge, and, after peering cautiously through the trees, returned
and reported that the Kenniffs were camped about forty yards
over the brow. First Class Constable Tasker ordered the m€n
to remove their boots in order to minimise sound, and then to
creep over the ridge and rush the camp.. . ,
Something must have warned the Kenmffs of theIr pursuers
presence-it was said that they tethered fou.r horses in. ~ifferent
directions, the horses' keen sense of hearIng thu.s aIdmg the
fugitives to remain on the alert. At any rate PatrIck was seen
to peer over the brow of the ridge while the police party was
still thirty yards from the crest. He immediately warned James
and dashed towards the camp, where the horses were tied up.
Constable Cramb fired repeatedly, bringing down two of the
animals. Shots were also fired at the Kenniffs, who then
endeavoured to escape on foot. Patrick, carrying a bandolier
containing cartridges, ran about two hundred and fifty yards,
then tripped over a log and fell, throwing up his hands. Con-
stable Scanlan, who was the first to seize him, reported that
Patrick was exhausted and trembling.
Ignoring all calls to surrender, James had run off with two
loaded rifles. After Patrick had been handcuffed he was placed
in the custody of Constables Tasker and Cramb, whilst Constables
Meston and Scanlan searched for James. The last-named doubled
round and appeared about seventy yards from where Patrick
was held, as if contemplating a rescue operation. Ignoring
Tasker's surrender demand James then ran into thick scrub, a
shot fired by Cramb having no effect. Meston an(j Scanlan
returned after a fruitless search. Their place was taken by
Tasker and Cramb, who searched for a further twenty minutes
without avail.
When they went to pack the Kenniffs' "belongings" the police
party found:- four horses (two being dead), two loaded Colt
revolvers lying beside some blankets, three saddles, one pack-
saddle, horse rugs, saddle-cloths, billy cans, a valise, flour, tea,
sugar and clothing.
After having packed up the Kenniffs' "belongings", the police
party was wending its way towards Mitchell, and had proceeded
about two miles when they noticed James about: fi:ve or six
hundred yards ahead running along the eastern side of the road:
Constables Tasker and Cramb took up the pursuit. Again
ignoring surrender caIls, James was disappearing into a sandal-
wood scrub, where patches of prickly pear abounded, Cramb
again firing without effect. The place was near aknoIl, since
known to local residents rather illogically as "Paddy's Knob".
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engineers
architects
warehousemen
commission agents.
jury could be made eIther by the
Seeing lame<; lurking in the scrub Tasker called out to him,
suggesting that as Patrick had been captured, he should give
himself up. lames enquired whether Patrick had been killed or
wounded. Hearing Tasker's reply, he said, "I'll surrender if
Patrick is not killed or wounded. I must see him first". On
Patrick being produced unharmed, James put down the two
rifles which he had been carrying and surrendered. He was
placed under arrest and handcuffed to Patrick, after which the
party made its way to Mitche1170•
The following stolen items were recovered:
Item Owner
Pack-saddle and Peberday of
wearing apparel Mungallala
Two saddles Westgrove Station
2 horses (shot by police) Davis of
and butcher's knife Morven
2 horses Redford Station
X
THE TRIAL
The Kenniffs were escorted to Mitchell, and placed in separate
cells in the lock-up. While they were awaiting a magisterial
hearing, Sub-Inspector Malone overheard the following con-
versation71:
James: I heard someone say they would have to prove it.
I think it will be only for the gee-gees. They're
mine* .
Patrick: No, no! Jim, they've got you set. The ranges were
the best.
James: What kept you so long? If I had got to business
they'd have shot you.
The two prisoners were brought before a magistrate (G. M. P.
Murray), and committed to stand trial before Justice Power and
a special jury of twelve at the Rockhampton Supreme Court
sittings, the crime with which they were charged having been
committed in the County of Consuelo, which was in the Central
Supreme Court District72 . The Crown Prosecutor, John James
Kingsbury, was to have appeared for the Crown, whilst W. J.
McGrath (of O'Neill & McGrath) and a Rockhampton solicitor,
J. Pattison, were to have appeared for the Defence. Difficulty
was experienced by the Kenniffs' solicitors, however, in obtaining
funds, the prisoners' sole assets consisting of horses running on
various stations which would have had to be rounded up and
sold in order to cover expenses. An additional difficulty was
experienced in locating a key defence witness named Dempsey.
The trial was therefore postponed at the request of the solicitors
for the defence and was set down for hearing before Sir Samuel
Griffith, Chief Justice in the Supreme Court, Brisbane73 •
Before the date of the trial the father of the murdered police-
man filed a petition for leave to administer his son's estate.
Justice Pope Cooper, who heard the case, adjourned it until
after the criminal trial which was set down for 3 November 1902.
At this early stage, before the prisoners had been brought to
trial, the authorities became disturbed at the amount of sympathy
for the Kenniffs shown both in Rockhampton and Brisbane. The
country was in the grip of a long and severe drought. Bush
workers were congregating in the towns, and the Philp Govern-
ment had a depression on its hands. The measures taken to
alleviate the consequent unemployment and distress were insuffi-
cient, and dissatisfaction was rife among the less economically
favoured members of the community74.
For some reason very difficult to understand and quite
impossible to justify the crowd which assembled to witness
the removal of the Kenniffs from the Police Court to the
* Here again is the matter of the disputed ownership of the eight horses
runnin.g oil Merivale.
prison van indulged in cheering. A similar demonstration
took place at Rockhampton when other members of the
family made their appearance under like unhappy circum-
stances. The attitude assumed at times towards men
charged with grave crimes is quite inexplicable, and it does
not reflect much credit on the moral sense of those who
take it up. It is notorious that morbid-minded men and
sensation-loving women see something heroic in persons
accused or convicted of monstrous deeds and look upon
them with a mysterious unreasonable admiration. Perhaps
there will always be men and women in whom that strange
moral twist will assert itself but we venture to think that
even they might preserve some semblance of decency in
their manifestations of joy ...75
Two other events gave the Crown Prosecutor's staff further
cause for concern. These were the trial of James Kenniff Senior,
Thomas Kenniff, and John Kenniff in Rockhampton for stealing
a horse, the property of the Queensland National Bank; and a
second trial in the same city of the three Kenniffs for stealing a
pack-saddle, a stock-Whip, a halter and a surcingle, the property
of John Rattray. These two charges were connected with the
Kenniffs' raid on Sunnyvale, and their theft of the Merivale
horses. Although the horse was in the Kenniffs' possession and
although the prisoners made no attempt to explain its presence
in their camp at Uraway Springs, the three defendants were
found by a Rockhampton jury not guilty of stealing it, Thomas
being found guilty of the lesser offence of receiving, whilst James
Senior and John were acquitted.
On the second charge two juries failed to agree, although the
evidence for the Crown appeared absolutely conclusive, and no
defence was attempted by the three Kenniffs. The Crown Prose-
cutor's staff were deeply concerned at the "grave miscarriage of
justice"76; but a simple explanation might be that the juries felt
that James Senior, Thomas, and John were shielding Patrick and
James, who were awaiting trial on a far more serious charge.
Another factor may have been that the Queensland National
Bank, the owner of the horse concerned in the first charge, was
very unpopular with a section of the community, this Bank
having been the target of a good deal of criticism by The
Worker, the official newspaper of the Federated Workers of
Queensland.
Because of these developments the Commissioner of Police
suggested that the case be tried before a special jury of twelve77 .
In 1902 the Queensland jury system operated as follows:-
The:e was an income/property qualification attached to jury
serVIce,. the Jury Acts, 1867 to 1898 providing moreover for
exemptIon for all male persons working at forty-six different
occupations. Of the persons not exempted there was provision
for persons engaged in the following occupations to be required
for service on special juries:
esquires
accountants
merchants
brokers
Application for a special
Crown or the Defence.
The Crown Prosecutor applied to the Supreme Court for an
order th~t ~ precept be issued for seventy-two special jurors.
The applicatIOn was heard by Justice Pope Cooper, who agreed
to make the order78 • The reasons given by the Crown in applying
for the order for the special jury for the trial of the Kenniff
brothers were:-
the complicated nature of the evidence for the prosecution,
the large number of important exhibits, the technical nature
of the evidence of the medical experts to be called for the
prosecution, and the mass of circumstantial evidence to be
considered.
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A similar application had been made by the Crown and granted
by the Court in respect of the adjourned Rockhampton trial.
In the Brisbane trial Edwyn Mitford Lilley, and with him
Charles Stumm, prosecuted for the Crown instructed by Morris
and Fletcher; while McGrath again defended the prisoners, as
in the Rockhampton trial. Because of the unusual nature of the
case, the trial created a good deal of excitement in Brisbane.
Both the main floor and the gallery of the court-room were
crowded. The sober dress worn by the sister of the murdered
policeman contrasted with the bright clothing worn by the sister
of the Kenniff brothers.
After the trial had proceeded for some time, Griffith, c.J.
ruled that the defendants had to be tried for each murder
separately; i.e. there would have to be separate verdicts in respect
of Doyle and Dahlke. The Crown therefore elected to proceed
with the trial for the murder of Doyle, thinking probably that
this would involve the guilt of both prisoners, who, they believed,
had actf;d in concert in respect of that murder.
It was necessary for the Crown to prove firstly that Doyle was
in fact dead; and a number of witnesses were called to prove
this, including Dr Voss, who examined the remains found in
the pack-bags; and James Burke and Constable Millard, who
gave detailed evidence of what they saw when they entered
Lethbridge's Pocket after the disappearance of Doyle and Dahlke.
A great deal depended on the evider.ce of the Aboriginal
tracker, Sam Johnson, who was present when James Kenniff
was arrested by Doyle, and who was only two hundred yards
from the scene at the time of the supposed shooting of Doyle
and Dahlke. Of great importance to the trial were Sections 7
and 8 of the Criminal Code of Queensland, which had been
drafted by the Chief Justice himself. Section 7 related to Prin-
cipal offenders, while Section 8 read as follows:-
Where two or more persons form a common intention to
prosecute an unlawful purpose in conjunction with one
another, and in the prosecution of such purpose an offence
is committed of such a nature that its commission was a
probable consequence of the prosecution of such purpose,
each of them is deemed to have committed the offence.
Lilley's proposition, based on Section 8, was that if the
prisoners engaged in a common design to resist arrest and either
of them was armed to the knowledge of the other for the purpose
of carrying out a common design to resist arrest and in so doing
shot Doyle or Dahlke, then both prisoners were guilty79. His
theory was that Patrick Kenniff returned to the spot where
Doyle and Dahlke were waiting with James until such time as
Johnson returned with the handcuffs; that seeing Patrick, Dahlke
released James's bridle and rode to meet him; that Patrick shot
Dahlke; that he also fired at Doyle, and missed, witness the
bullet marks on the tree and the log; and that Doyle was then
fired at and done to death by either or both of the prisoners.
McGrath, the defending solicitor, submitted that there was no
case to go to the jury. There was no evidence of the death of
Doyle; and if there were, it had to be shown that it was brought
about by either or both of the prisoners. There was nothing to
show pre-arrangement on the part of the defendants. In fact
everything pointed to the contrary. James Kenniff could not be
shown to be guilty as, if Johnson were to be believed, Dahlke
was holding his horse's bridle and Doyle was holding him by
the wrist. Griffith C.J., however, refused to direct the acquittal
of the prisoners and ruled that there was evidence to go to thejury80.
The prisoners' defence took the form of an alibi. At the time
of the murder in the Pocket the two defendants were, they said,
at Hutton Creek, which is many miles from the scene of the
crime. To support theit alibi the Defence produced two wit-
nesses, John Edward Mulholland and Robert James Thornton
who swore to having seen the Kenniffs at this spot on Easte;
Su.nday; and James provided a g.raphic narrative of how, the day
pnor to the murder, he and Patnck had left Carnarvon, intending
to go to the Roma races, and picking up a race-horse owned
by James as they passed through Merivale. The alibi broke
down, however, as Mulholland and Thornton were obviously
lying. Mulholland saw the prisoners with a pack-saddle, whilst
Thornton thought he noticed a pack-saddle and supposed the
Kenniffs had one pack-horse. Both these witnesses stated that
the Kenniffs' horses did not look "as if they had been ridden
hard"81. Patrick's version of the story was that they travelled
light, picking up "some flour, tea, and sugar". Their horses
would have travelled ninety-five miles in twenty-four hours, and
would have been completely exhausted.
The solicitor for the defence attempted to belittle the value of
the evidence of the Aboriginal tracker. Surely, he argued, it was
not proposed to hang two men "on the uncorroborated evidence
of one blackfellow", who did not take the oath, as he was not a
Christian. If Patrick and James rode at him, as Johnson stated,
they could easily have caught him. Again, why did he ride to
the Pumphole when he did not know anyone was there? And
if Johnson's evidence was to be believed, there were others who
were in the Pocket, or close to it, on Easter Sunday. Why were
not Lee and Tapp charged? Why not Thomas Kenniff82? At
one stage McGrath lapsed into pidgin English in order to discredit
Johnson's evidence.
McGrath: What time of day was it when the bullets were
flying about-sun go up, go down, or him on other side?
Witness (quietly): About 8 o'clock (Laughter).
As far as the main body of his evidence was concerned-his
description of the movements of the two Kenniffs, Doyle, Dahlke
and himself in the Pocket, and the reason for his flight to the
Pumphole-Johnson proved to be unshakeable.
-Finally the defer:ce argued that much of the evidence in the
trial was circumstantial, and the jury could not find the defen-
dants guilty on circumstantial evidence.
The Chief Justice commenced his summing up at 12.40 p.m.
on the final day of the trial. After an hour's adjournment for
luncheon the summing up was resumed, and it was completed
at 3.13 p.m. The Premier, Robert Philp, the Minister for Rail-
ways John Leahy, and prominent members of the Bar were
present, and crowded along the Barristers' tables, while many
leading citizens stood at the back of the Court. The Chief
Justice spoke in "clear, cold tones of measured directness", every
syllable being heard in a "still, tense, silence". The prisoners
were at times restless - at times there was a suggestion of
bravado.
Speaking of the difference between wilful murder, murder,
and manslaughter, the trial judge said that he could see nothing
to suggest manslaughter. It was either wilful murder or nothing.
The provisions of Section 8 of the Criminal Code were recapitu-
lated and the jury were reminded that if more than one person
was concerned in an offence each one was equally guilty. As to
the ~uestion whether there was evidence justifying the case being
left to the jury, Griffith was of the opinion that there was ample
evidence, if they believed it, to justify them in finding either or
both guilty. _
With regard to the great quantity of circumstantial evidence
which was a feature of the case, some people thought that cir-
cumstantial evidence was better than direct evidence. The circum-
stances might be more cogent than the veracity of any man.
Circumstantial evidence was compared with a jig-saw puzzle
the pieces of which when fitted together made a complete whole:
If there ~as any doubt about the guilt of the prisoners they
had to be gIven the benefit. It would be dreadful to convict on
mere conjectures.
As far as Johnson's evidence was concerned, the jury was to
treat his testimony as they would the testimony of any other
witness. He knew Patrick and Thomas, and he had seen Doyle
arrest James, the third man.
Referring to the alibi the trial judge stated that the witness
Mulholland had been lying. Mulholland's and Thornton's
accounts differed from the Kenniffs' version.
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If the actual facts were established to the satisfaction of the
jury as consistent with the guilt of the prisoners, they would be
found guilty: if the facts were to be reconciled with their
innocence, they would find them not guilty.
The Chief Justice also stated-and this had a significant
bearing on the events that followed-that the prisoner James
Kenniff had nothing to indicate that he had a revolver. The
jury would have to say if he were guilty in the way of acting
in concert.
The jury retired at 3.15 p.m. By 4.15 p.m. they returned with
a verdict of "Guilty" in respect of both prisoners.
When asked whether they had anything to say both prisoners
reaffirmed their innocence. James spoke out boldly and added:
I wish to mention, if you will allow me-I wish to
comment on your summing up in our case today. I think
you never gave us one item of justice.
Commenting on the verdict the Chief Justice said:
I think it is my duty to say that I entirely agree with the
verdict of the jury, and I fail to see how they could give
any other verdict . . . I told the jury that I believed there
was ample evidence to justify your conviction.
Gone, however, were the "clear, cold tones of measured direct-
ness". Griffith, C.J. pronounced the death sentence in respect of
both prisoners "in a shaken voice"83.
Shortly after the publication of the verdict in the press, the
Kenniffs' solicitors, McGrath & O'Neill, received in the mail an
anonymous letter which claimed that the author was the mur-
derer of Doyle and Dahlke. The letter was handed to the
police, who, after making careful enquiries, brought to light two
suspects-a man named Parker (alias the Snob) a maternal uncle
of the Kenniffs; and an ex-constable, James Matthew O'Brien,
who had received a sentence of four years for perjury in 1892,
who had been dismissed from the Police Force, and who had
probably met the Kenniffs at St. Helena gaol. The investigations
disclosed that no credence could be given to the confession84.
On reading the transcript of the trial and the depositions taken
in Rockhampton and Brisbane one cannot help noticing two
things~ . T1;Ie··,4irst was the tendency of Griffith to intervene, and
his interventions were not always on points of law and they
were not always impartial. One can understand his desire to
protect the Aboriginal Sam Johnson, who was the only witness
with direct evidence of any importance.-
McGrath: Did you tell the truth at Rockhampton?
Johnson: Yes.
McGrath: You said at Rockhampton that before you got to
the packhorse you heard one shot, when you got to the
packhorse you heard another, and afterwards three more
shots. Which is right?
Johnson: What I say today is right.
McGrath: What you say at Rockhampton is wrong then?
Chief Justice: If he did say it. ...
Lilley: It is absolutely immaterial
McGrath: It, is to test his credit.
Chief Justice: His memory.
And again:
His Honour: Who were the two men who raced after you?
Johnson: Those two (pointing to the prisoners)
His Honour: Whether he knew the name of James Kenniff
then is of very little importance85.
But it is a different matter when an alibi has to be tested. Both
Griffith, c.J. and Lilley were sure that the alibi was "deliberate
lying". Lilley was perfectly capable of cross-examining the
defence witnesses; but the Chief Justice himself intervened.
Chief Justice: On their way from Carnarvon to Hutton Creek
did the prisoners pick up anything?
Mr Lilley put the question.
Witness (Patrick Kenniff) said that they picked up some flour,
tea and sugar86.
The other noticeable point is the failure of the prosecution to
make use of evidence-some of it obtainable from the Rock-
hampton depositions-of the intervals between the shots fired in
the Pocket, of Doyle's blood-stained revolver, of the position of
Doyle's hat, of his missing stirrup-leather, which may have
tended to show that the affair in the Pocket was more long-
drawn-out and cOlnplicated tnan it was claimed to be. The
Prosecution was convinced that the murders were committed by
Patrick in the heat of the moment, with James acting in concert;
and their omission to "put in" evidence which would tend to
prove the contrary placed James in a comparatively favourable
position and Patrick at a disadvantage. McGrath, who was
present at both trials, was inclined to query Johnson's evidence
on the revolver shots, including his statement that none was from
Doyle's revolver87, but it may have occurred to him that if Doyle
was using his revolver James may have been committing some
act of resistance, and he did not pursue the matter.
XI
THE CASE RESERVED
During the jury's retirement, McGrath addressed the trial
judge and reserved two questions of law for the Full Court.-
(i) That there was no evidence of the death of Doyle;
(ii) That there was no evidence of the guilt of the prisoners,
jointly or severally.
This action was taken under Chapter LXVII of the Criminal
Code; and Griffith accordingly respited the execution of the death
sentence pending the Full Court hearing, which was set down
for 2 December 1902. It was heard by four judges-Griffith
himself, Pope Cooper, Chubb and Real.
The Right Honourable Sir Samuel Walker Griffith - Chief
Justice, Lieutenant-Governor, former Premier, a noted jurist,
statesman, and scholar-stood head and shoulders above the
majority of his contemporaries as far as intellect was concerned.
In 1875, while a Minister in the Macalister Government, he had
introduced a bill providing for free education in Queensland.
Regarded as a liberal-democrat when he became Premier in
1883, he would hardly be classed as such to-day-or even in
1902 when new democratic forces were emerging. In addition
to the Education Act, he was responsible for the Members'
Expenses Act of 1886, which led to representation in Parliament
by men of modest means and which foreshadowed the eventual
rise of the Labor Party in Queensland. Great jurist though he
was-and this was acknowledged even by his opponents-it was
said of his justice that there was "not a heart-beat in it, not a
throb of mercifulness"88. Griffith has been censured for sitting
upon the hearing of an appeal against his own judgment in the
Kenniff case: but Section 4 of the operative Act, the Supreme
Court Act of 1892, specifically ~en1Pted Questions Reserved
from the appeal cases on which the trial judge was not permitted
to sit, and Griffith, with his juristic intellect, could not be
expected to place other considerations above the letter of the law.
Pope Cooper and Charles Edward Chubb had been both
proteges of Sir Thomas McIlwraith. Cooper, a grazier's son, was
born in New South Wales and completed his legal training in
England; while Chubb was English-born but, migrating to
Queensland at the age of sixteen, was articled to his father,
C. F. Chubb, in Ipswich. . Pope €obper and Chubb became
successive members for the Bowen electorate. Pope Cooper had
become a Supreme Court judge in 1882, whilst Chubb had been
appointed to the Northern Supreme Court in 188989.
Born in Ireland, Patrick Real had, at the age of four, lost his
father during the voyage to Queensland. Receiving his early
education in Ipswich, he had become an apprentice carpenter at
the age of twelve, and had obtained a position as carpenter in the
Ipswich Railway Workshops. Forming an ambition to study for
the Bar at the. age of twenty-one? h~ su~ceeded in passing the
necessary clasSIcal and legal exammatIon m 1874 against almost
impossible odds, and was admitted to -the Bar in that year. He
became a Supreme Court judge in 18909°.
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Sir Samuel Griffith, Chief Justice. Mr Justice Pope Cooper. Mr Justice Chubb. Mr Justice Real.
Lionel Oscar Lukin, James William Blair M.L.A., and Fred-
erick O'Rourke (instructed by McGrath & O'Neill) appeared for
the defence, while Edwyn Lilley, and Charles Stumm (instructed
by Morris & Fletcher)", again appeared for the Crown. The
evidence considered by the Chief Justice, Pope Cooper, and
Chubb was the evidence presented at the Brisbane trial; whereas
Real deliberately avoided this.
It may be a wrong practice perhaps, but for the purpose
of bringing my mind clear to a case 1 have always
refrained from reading anything before going to Court.91
This difference in approach to the case created difficulties for
Real, particularly in regard to the evidence of the witness
Johnson.
The first question, i.e. that there was no evidence of the death
of Doyle, was argued last; and from the beginning Lukin, for
the defence, found it impossible to convince the four judges that
there was no evidence that Doyle was dead. At one stage, for
example, Lukin submitted that Doyle might have ridden up
the hill.
Real: And came back and put his spurs against a tree!
A great part of the hearing was taken up with argument
concerning Sections 7 and 8 of the Criminal Code relating to
principal offenders and to persons acting in co~cert in the
commission of a crime. Griffith, c.J. outlined the cIrcumstances
under which Doyle was thought to have been murdered as
follows:
There is evidence that James Kenniff was holding the
bridle of his horse, that Doyle then endeavoured to escape
to the right and two shots were fired at him, both of which
missed him, by someone sitting on horseback-These two
having missed, he went further to the right and there was hit.
Real took the view that Patrick was in difficulties in returning
to the scene of the crime, but that there was no evidence that
James Kenniff had anything to do with the murders; and Chubb
was inclined to agree at that stage.
Real: The Chief Justice to the jury said that there was no
evidence against James Kenniff until Dahlke was shot,
but I see no evidence except that he got on his horse
and chased after the blackfellow. There was evidence of
shots having been fired and there was evidence that James
Kenniff was not afterwards in custody. There were two
others in the Pocket. It was proved that the Pocket
was the residence or camp of the Kenniffs, but they were
ordered to leave. The tracker only saw three. The other
two-father and son-arrived at a place about forty miles
distant that night. There is evidence to infer that they
were in the Pocket that day. There is some difficulty as
to Pat-whether he fired the shot or not he came back
to the rescue coincident with the shots being fired.
Whether he is the perpetrator of the deed or not he at
any rate comes within Section 7 unless he can show
successfully that somebody else fired the shot. .
Chubb: My mind is running on the same line as my brother
Real's.92
Owing to the fact that he had not read the ev~dence in the
case before coming to Court, Real was not aware of the extent
of vegetation in the Pocket; and he did not believe Johnson's
evidence that when returning towards the scene of the murders
with the pack-horse he could not see Doyle or Dahlke. That
part of the Pocket near the scene of the murders was thinly
timbered, but near the track to Marlong Creek down which
Johnson was returning, there were patches of dogwood scrub
which could have obscured his view. In addition he had to
cross a gully-the same gully in which the Kenniffs were
originally' sighted-and this also would have obscured his view.
In addition, over a distance of two hundred yards even fairly
widely-spaced trees could have formed an effective screen which
would have prevented Johnson from seeing the bodies of Doyle
and Dahlke. Moreover, although the country was experiencing a
severe drought, there was grass in the Pocket-Johnson's evidence
showed that Doyle's horse was grazing-and even a. thiD growth
of grass at the scene of the murders would have"oliscured the
bodies of Doyle and Dahlke from Johnson at a distance of two
hundred yards.
The hearing was notable for exchanges between Real and the
Chief Justice. Some writers have misinterpreted Real and have
taken. his remarks out of context93 • In actual fact Griffith and
Real were the best of friends. There was some arthnosity on
the part of Pope Cooper towards Real, however, but this was
not revealed until the judgments were delivered, Pope Cooper
remaining silent during the whole of the hearing.
Real was of the type of man, who, if he has an opinion, must
express it. As a judge he was on the loquacious side. At one
time he is critical ofjuries94: a short time later he is glad he has
a jury because it will protect him "from any bias"95. In the
Kenniff cas.e Real apparently entered court believing that the
jury, . having read of the case and discussed it as ir.dividuals
before· the trial had come to the conclusion that the murders
were probably committed by the Kenniffs, and that all that was
needed was evidence to prove their guilt. This is in fact a clear
analysis of the thought processes of the average individual, but
it was apparently not a fitting thing to say before the Chief
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Justice, who interpreted it as an attack on the jury, who would
be expected to come into court with a mind devoid of any pre-
conceptions regarding the guilt of the defendants.
Real: The fact of the matter is that you have to look for
evidence. There is no doubt that the jury had made up
their minds that the prisoners were guilty, and the only
question was whether there was evidence to prove it.
Chief Justice: With reference to the statement by my brother,
that the jury had made up their minds to convict, I have
very good reason to believe that a number of the jury
had made up their minds to acquit the prisoners.
Real (warmly): Well, all I can say is that they were a most
remarkable set of men. Everybody in that district made
up their minds that somebody killed those men, and,
among others, they thought the Kenniffs might have done
it . . . As regards what my brother the Chief Justice
says about certain of the jury having made up their
minds to acquit the prisoners, they may have made up
their minds to give the prisoners the benefit of the doubt,
and to give them a fair trial, but they may also have
made up their minds that if these men were killed in
that Pocket, the chances were nine to one that they were
killed by some of the Kenniffs, and all they wanted was
legal evidence to enable them to convict. All we have
to do now is to discover whether there was any evidence
on which men could act ...
Chief Justice: I interposed because I did not think that an
attack should be made on the jury such as has been
made by my brother Real.
Real: I do not think I made any attack on the jury. I said
that they went there believing that the persons were
killed, and it was only a matter of legal evidence whether
the Kenniffs did it or no1.96
Real was prepared to include himself among those who used,
to a limited extent, the same thought process as that which he
ascribed to the jury in the Kenniff trial.
Real: I may tell Mr Lukin candidly that I start with this
amount of prejudice against him, that I shall scrutinise
the evidence very closely to see whether there is legal
evidence, no matter how much. I may say that if my
brothers are so constituted that they can stand high and
lofty above all human nature, I am not ...97
Real was of the opinion that the Chief Justice should have
ruled that there was no evidence to go to the jury that James
acted in concert with Patrick in the murder of Doyle. He con-
sidered that the fact that James rode at Johnson in company
with Patrick should not be regarded in this light. His remarks
at this stage of the hearing, however, were directed at Lilley,
not at the Chief Justice; but the latter did not understand this.
Lilley: He [James] was the only man who knew where the
blackfellow had gone.
Real: Although the blackfellow was blind, other people were
not. They could see two hundred yards. I would consider
myself a party to the murder of James Kenniff if I went
on evidence such as that.
Chief Justice: I object to my brother saying a thing like that.
He says if he concurred in the opinion I expressed he
would be concurring in a murder. It is a most extraor-
dinary thing to say of a brother Justice.
Real: The Chief Justice knows perfectly well that I considered
that what he said to the jury was said in perfect honesty
and propriety. What I said was in answer to Mr Lilley's
contention. I am quite sure that he [Lilley] would not
urge such an argument if he did not consider it reasonable.
Lilley: I did, and I do now.
Real: That may commend itself to my brother, but I have
not his cast of mind, and if it will justify him, it will
not me. If you cannot show some act you cannot go on
surmise.98
As far as Real was concerned, that was how the matter stood.
There was no evidence of the guilt of James Kenniff.
In his judgment Pope Cooper referred to the fact that the
prisoners usually carried firearms, and it was a reasonable
assumption that they had reVOlvers on the day of the murders.
He then posed an interesting question:
Suppose that both prisoners had been in custody when
Johnson went for the handcuffs, that the evidence was
exactly the same as that before us except as to the bullet
marks in the tree and log and the blood on the mare and
her saddle, I think that the prisoners' conduct in racing at
Johnson, the disposal of the bodies, and the effort to conceal
the traces of blood on the ground, their flight and evading
pursuit and the other circumstances I have mentioned would
be rightly left to the jury as evidence of the guilt of both
prisoners on a charge of wilful murder.99
Pope Cooper then made an attack on Real-without mention-
ing him by name-for his adverse criticism of the jury and his
derogatory remarks on Johnson's evidence. In October 1903,
when Cooper was appointed Chief Justice to succeed Griffith on
the latter's appointment as Chief Justice of the High Court, Real
took the unusual step of addressing the Full Court, to which
Pope Cooper had presented his commission as Chief Justice, as
he considered Cooper had obtained seniority over him owing to
a mere "slip of the draftsman"loo.
Pope Cooper's judgment supported the trial judge's ruling that
there was evidence to go to the jury of the death of Doyle and
the guilt of the two prisoners.
Chubb had been impressed by Real's view that evidence of
some act on the part of James Kenniff must be shown in order
to establish guilt. Later, however, Stumm's submission con-
vinced him that James had acted in concert with Patrick.
Stumm: If James Kenniff had been under arrest the whole
time and [if] the evidence showed that he was, he
[Stumm] would not argue that any jury could come to
the conclusion that he was an accessory or aided and
abetted in the murder. The first step in the matter was
that the jury could reasonably find, and ought to find,
that Doyle was moving about on foot while he was being
shot at. James Kenniff at that time was free . . . Then
there was the subsequent conduct of the two men-was
it such that the jury could infer from it that they took
an active part in the killing? He submitted that by their
subsequent conduct they were linked together through-
out, and if that were so he maintained that it was clear
that they were together in concert . . . That was the
only point on which he had to address the court.
Chubb: That is the poin1. lOi
Chubb's judgment supported Pope Cooper in affirming that there
was evidence of the guilt of the two prisoners.
In his judgment Real quoted a case, Regina v Leonard White
and John Richardson, where the two defendants were found in a
house at night, and ran away in different directions. Richardson
was pursued and caught. White was also pursued and caught,
but killed his captor with an iron crow bar. Both prisoners were
found guilty. The question reserved for the Court was, was there
any evidence sufficient to convict Richardson? All the judges
were of the opinion that there was no evidence to justify a
verdict against Richardson.
Real concluded that there was no evidence on which the jury
could find that James Kenniff had anything to do with the murder
of Doyle, but that in respect of Patrick Kenniff there was
evidence upon which the jury could find him guilty. In his final
remarks Real made it clear that his. observations in the early
stages of the hearing were not intended as a reflection on the
conduct of the jury102.
After these three judgments had been read, the Chief Justice
read his judgment, which agreed with those of Pope Cooper and
Chubb.
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Were the jury precluded by the evidence of the witness
Sam Johnson, that shortly before the crime the prisoner
James Kenniff was under restraint, from drawing the infer-
ence, which could properly be drawn from the other
evidence, that the prisoner was a participator in the crime?
What the effect of that evidence was, in my judgment, a
question of fact for the jury and not a question of law
for the Court; and the Court could not, without usurping the
functions of the jury, withdraw it from their consideration.
Griffith added:
As the judge who presided at the trial, I think it right to
say that, in my opinion, there is no foundation whatever for
any suggestion of bias or prejudice on the part of the jury,
and I have heard with much satisfaction the concluding
words of my brother Real on that subject.
Here is Griffith's answer to Real's contention that James
Kenniff's position was similar to that of Richardson in the case,
Regina v White and Richardson:-
Richardson's case (R v White & Richardson) referred to
by my brother Real differs from the present in this: That
in that case the prisoners, who had been jointly engaged in
an attempt to commit the crime of burglary, had before the
commission of the murderous assault by White, separated
and run away in opposite directions . . .; while in the
present case, although the prisoners at first ran in opposite
directions, they met again before the commission of the
crime, and were both present at it, and, moreover, imme-
diately after it, endeavoured to suppress the police officer
who was a witness to their presence. If these facts had been
present in Richardson's case, I do not doubt that the
decision would have been different. 103
The conviction of both prisoners was thus upheld, Real con-
tending, however, that the trial judge should have directed the
jury that there was no evidence against James. As Real drove
away from the Court he was cheered wildly by Kenniff sym-
pathisers, his applauders momentarily overlooking the fact that
his judgment agreed with those of the other judges with regard
to Patrick.
After the Court's decision, events moved swiftly to a climax.
Petitions protesting against the death sentences were organized
in Brisbane, Toowoomba, Charters Towers, Townsville, and
Rockhampton. A concert was held in Brisbane to raise funds
for the Kenniffs. An appeal was made for donations, and notice
was given to the Chief Secretary by O'Neill & McGrath that
they intended to lodge an appeal to the Privy Council on behalf
of both the Kenniffs; and a stay of execution was requested.
The Executive Council announced on 31 December, however,
that James Kenniff's sentence had been commuted to life
imprisonment (vide the trial judge's direction to the jury that
there was no evidence to indicate that James had a revolver,
and that he could only be found guilty "in the way of acting
in concert"); and that Patrick was to be hanged on 12 January.
As for the Kenniffs' solicitors' intention to appeal: the Govern-
ment, believing that there were no grounds for such an appeal,
showed an intransigence and an insensitivity to pressure by a
vociferous section of the community that would have been
worthy of a mediaeval"despot; and refused to respite the execu-
tion of the death sentence on Patrick until a reply could be
received from the Imperial authorities. McGrath & O'Neill were
forced to abandon their intention of cabling a petition, as Patrick
Kenniff would have been dead before a reply could have been
received104.
James Kenniff expressed great relief at the r.ews of the
commutation of his sentence, but broke down when he was
informed that Patrick was to be hanged. During a conversation
between the two brothers James declared that he wished to die
with Patrick, and declared that the authorities would be hanging
an innocent man l05 • The two Kenniffs were allowed by the
prison authorities to meet every second day until the date of
Patrick's execution. On the day prior to the execution James
Senior, Thomas, and a sister were also allowed to visit Patrick.
No confirmation can be found of a belief held in the Mitchell
area that Patrick refused to bid farewell to James.
Patrick Kenniff was duly hanged at 8 a.m. on Monday 12
January 1903 in the presence of the usual officials, a clergyman
and a representative of the press, Joe Lesina, M.L.A., who was
a prominent figure in the agitation against the hanging of the
Kenniffs. Patrick was reported to have stated before he was
hanged:
I have told you twice before that I am an innocent man.
I am as innocent as the judge who sentenced me. I must
thank the warders for their kindness towards me and to
my well-wishers I say good-bye. May God have mercy on
my sou!'
The family had received permission to have Patrick Kenniff
buried in South Brisbane cemetery; and a large cortege of
vehicles, horsemen, and pedestrians followed him, to his bUFial
place. The remains of the two murdered men were quietly
buried in the cemetery on the Collins property at Tamrookum.
James Kenniff's life sentence was further commuted to a sentence
of 16 years, and with remissions for good cor.duct James was
released on the expiration of his amended sentence in November
1914.
XII
WHAT HAPPENED IN THE POCKET?
What happened in the Pocket on the morning of 30 March
1902? It is unlikely that this question will ever be answered
with any certainty. The Kenniff brothers, of course, stated during
their trial that they were not even in the Pocket at the time of
the murders; but their elaborate alibi broke down under cross-
examination. Patrick, James and their father having been dead
for many years, it is unlikely that any primary documentation
from the Kenniffs on events in the Pocket will ever be
forthcoming.
During their lifetini'e Patrick and James repeatedly asserted
their innocence of the charge of killing Doyle-the charge of
murdering Dahlke was never proceeded with-and in this they
were supported by their father and their local sympathisers; but
once James-the last of the Kenniffs in Queensland-had died,
the assertions of innocence from their cronies grew less, as these
would no longer serve any useful purpose. Hearsay information
filtering through from then on was to the effect that "they did it
all right". It must be stressed, too, that back in 1902 and early
1903,. when the protests were at their height, the main complaint
from mformed sources was not that the Kenniffs did not commit
the murders, but that they did not receive a fair triapo6.
It has already been shown (Section X) that the theory current
at the trial was that Dahlke was shot first by Patrick Kenniff
and that Doyle was then killed by someone on horseback. It was
recognized by the judges and by Counsel at the two Brisbane
trials, however, that there was no evidence of who shot whom
or of who was killed first, Doyle or Dahlke. The copiou~
amount of blood shed by Dahlke, the fact that he was hated
and the knowledge that he had a fast horse on which he could
have escaped unless he were killed quickly, probably led the
Crown to believe that it would be natural for the murderers to
wish to dispose of him first; but in order to effect James
Kenniff's escape from arrest, would it not be more natural for
Doyle-who was known to be armed-to be shot first?
It is considered that the evidence available at both the
Brisbane trial and the Rockhampton death enquiry should be
examined in order to ascertain whether any new light can be
thrown on the events in the Pocket. In particular, attention
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should be given to the distance Johnson had to ride to obtain
the handcuffs and to the intervals between the shots, which
would affect the period of Johnson's absence from the scene of
the crime; to the significance, if any, of the loudness of the
shots; to whether Doyle fired his revolver or not; to the position
of Doyle's hat, which fell off or blew off during the action; and
to the matter of the missing stirrup-iron. Cognisance should also
be taken of the difference in temperament between the two
Kenniffs, as this would have a bearing on which of them would
be more likely to fire his revolver for the first time at a human
target.
Some of the available information is from Johnson's evidence
at Rockhampton and Brisbane. It is necessary to try to put
oneself in the Aborigine's place as he neared the spot where the
handcuffs were stowed in the pack-bags, and heard the shooting,
all of which he thought was done by the Kenniffs. In 1902 an
Aborigine would have been in a much inferior social position to
that of to-day; and as he thought-correctly, it transpired-that
Doyle, on whom he depended for so much, had been shot, he
would have been torn between his desire to obey Doyle's order
to return with the handcuffs, and his fear of the Kenniffs. After
much hesitation he would have returned very cautiously towards
the Creek, avoiding the track, and taking advantage of every
patch of dogwood scrub.
Frightened though he undoubtedly was at the time of the
murders, nevertheless Johnson's evidence-as far as information
that lay within his capacity was concerned-could not be faulted.
He could easily have lied and claimed that the Kenniffs menaced
him with revolvers, but he forbore from doing so.
When it came to matters outside his experience, however-
for example, calculations of time and distance, of whether the
shots came from Doyle's revolver or from the Kenniffs' more
powerful weapons, Johnson could not be expected to provide
accurate answers. The distance from where Doyle held James
Kenniff prisoner to where Johnson had to ride to obtain the
handcuffs, which Johnson estimated at two hundred yards, was
shownto,be well over three hundred yards on a plan drawn by
Henry George Blakeney, a surveyor who visited the Pocket
with a police party shortly after the murder lO7. In addition
McGrath pointed out during the Brisbane trial that a short-
barrelled revolver such as Doyle's Webley would have a louder
report than Patrick Kenniff's long-barrelled Colt. Other facts
not known to Johnson would be that a revolver shot missing its
mark and travelling through the air would make a longer and
louder bang than a shot which struck a log, a tree, or a human
victim; while a shot fired in a valley-such as the Pocket was-
would make more sound and reverberate more than a shot fired
elsewhere. It would have therefore been impossible for Johnson
with his limited knowledge to decide with any accuracy, from
the sound of the shooting, who was firing each of the five shots.
Information which was not used in the Brisbane trial and
which throws new light on the struggle in the Pocket comes
from the evidence of Charles Pearson Tom, J.P. given at the
Rockhampton death enquiry l08. Tom, of Mount Moffat station,
to whom Johnson gave an account of the shooting on the
evening of 30 March when it would have been still fresh in his
mind, deposed that he counted out the seconds while Johnson
indicated to him the intervals between the five shots. Johnson
stated to Tom that there were thirty seconds between the first
and second shots, fifty seconds between the second and third
shots, ten seconds between the third and fourth shots and ten
seconds between the fourth and last shots. This account differs
from Johnson's evidence at the Brisbane trial, when he spoke of
one shot followed after a pause by four shots in quick succession.
There are two possible explanations for the position of Doyle's
hat as seen by Burke near the track to Marlong Plain109-that
it fell, or was knocked off his head during the struggle with the
Kenniffs, or that it blew off while he was pursuing James Kenniff
prior to the. arrest. If the latter were correct, it is strange that
Johnson did not notice this when he saw Doyle holding James
Kenniff, as a policeman without a hat would look very
conspicuous.
And what of Doyle's revolver, which contained one empty
shell-the others having been extracted-and which bore the
marks of having been held in the left hand wet with blood?
Doyle may have been wounded in the right arm and may have
held the revolver in his left hand prior to placing it in his
holster while attempting to scramble on his horse and escape up
the slope: or one of the Kenniffs may have held the revolver in
his left hand-wet with the blood of one of the murdered men-
while he extracted the unused bullets.
Then there is the matter of the missing offside stirrup-iron
and leatherllO-the favourite weapon of the cattle-duffer. It may
have been pulled off the saddle to administer the coup de grace
to the wounded Doyle: or it may have been taken simply to
supply a deficiency on one of the Kenniffs' saddles.
The odds favoured the Kenniffs-Patrick, truculent but wary,
and bent on riding back to find out what had happened to
James: the latter, hot-headed and reckless, his mind filled with
black anger at having been pulled roughly from his horse, and
at the sight of the hated Dahlke. Doyle, clasping James firmly
by the arm, would have been at a disadvantage as his horse
continued to graze, taking his revolver-which was in its holster
on the saddle-further and further away. Dahlke, the only
unarmed man of the four, was in an even worse position.
All these considerations make it probable that Johnson's
absence from the scene of the murders was longer than the four
or five minutes indicated at the Brisbane trial, and tend to
show that the struggle in the Pocket was different from, and of
longer d~ration than the short, sharp encounter outlined by
Edwyn Lilley. They point also to the possibility that Doyle may
have fired his revolver and that he was shot while attempting to
prevent James Kenniff from escaping from custody prior to
Patrick's return to the scene.
In 1941, shortly after James Kenniff's death, a letter-
unfortunately an anonymous one-was received by a Brisbane
newspaper1ll which purported to give details of what happened
in Lethbridge's Pocket.
As the Kenniffs have now all passed, and I am one of
t~e f~w who know the truth, I think it my duty to the
histonan of the future to tell it, as far as it can be told
without involving persons still living.
The correspondent, who claimed to be a friend of James Kenniff
Senior, stated that Dahlke went back along the track to get the
handcuffs. He. had no sooner gone than James broke away from
Doyl~ and tned to escape. Doyle fired, but missed: James
Kenmff returned the fire and killed Doyle.
DaWke, heari~g the shooting, stopped in his tracks, and
J~mes fired ~t hIm also, breaking his arm. Dahlke made off,
hIS arm hangmg uselessly; but handicapped as he was, he was
no match for. James, who chased him while riding bareback on
a .stolen ~envale horse, using a halter instead of a bridle. In
spIte of hIS .pleas for mercy, Dahlke was shot by James: Patrick,
who had CIrcled back at the sound of the earlier firing being
present at the final destruction of Dahlke. '
This story has one big flaw in lhat the anonymous writer
stated that Johnson stayed behind with the pack-horse and that
Dahlke rode over to obtain the handcuffs, whereas <the tracker
state.d that. he left the pack-horse tied up while he pursued
~atnck. Little credence can be given to the letter because of
ItS d(;>Ubtful ~rovenance, but if Dahlke did ride in the manner
des~nbed, thI~ would explain the large quantity of blood
sprmkled on hIS horse, saddle and accoutrements.
Wi~h regard to considerations of the relative guilt of the two
~enmffs, the lett~r makes little difference-for those who accept
~ts contents-as m accordance with the Criminal Code operative
m. 1.902 the roles would merely be reversed, with James com-
mIttmg the murders and Patrick acting in concert.
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CONCLUSION
With Patrick dead, and James behind bars, the authorities
could have been excused for thinking that the whole Kenniff
affair would soon be over. R. N. Barber has shown that the
trial and the resultant "publicity and public involvement" gave
a great impetus to the campaign for the abolition of capital
punishment in Queensland 112; but once the Kenniffs were off the
stage, the abolitionists had to await the next murder, and the
campaign necessarily slackened.
When the Kenniffs were apprehended, the police and their
civilian helpers were at first congratulated; but this feeling of
satbtaction did not remall1 doml1lant for long; and in a short
time a good deal of public sympathy began to flow towards the
Kennitfs. It is difficult to understand, without knowing more
about social and economic conditions in 1902 than is to be
found in publications and other available material, why the
Kenniffs-including James Senior, Thomas and John-should
have been supported and even applauded before they were
brought to trial: but this development together with the use of
the special jury, the interventions by the trial judge, the points
raised by Real in his dissenting judgment, the Government's
intransigence in refusing to delay the execution of the death
sentence-all helped to create a climate of controversy that
spread throughout the whole of the State. No one should
condemn the use of the special jury in the Kenniff case, however,
without making a study of social conditions in Queensland in
1902 and reading of the actions of common juries in some of
the trials in the latter half of 1902, in particular R v Agnes
Townsend which took place in May of that year1IJ . So bad did
he consider the conduct. of the jury in this case that Real, the
trial judge, was on the point of recommending to the Govern-
ment that the right of trial by jury be withdrawn from the
town of Brisbane; and he was deterred from this course only
through realization of the practical difficulties that approval of
such a recommendation would involve.
Regardless of the correctness or otherwise of the actions of
the various parties involved in the Kenniff case, the fact remains
that this controversy did exist, and that it outlasted other con-
troversies connected with the campaign for the abolition of
capital punishment.
When a public controversy arises people invariably tend to
have an opinion, and some do not bother to check with the facts.
Newspaper reports are sometimes tendentious, sometimes biased;
and newspapers are usually thrown away after a week or so,
and what remains becomes blurred in the memory. Then rumour
and hearsay take over. Many people living in the Queensland
"bush" in 1902 would have received newspapers only on mail
days; and would have read only fragments of the story of the
Kenniffs. Such people would have been dependent on others
for a fuller version.
Interest in the Kenniffs was gre<ltly stimulated in the areas
surrounding the Kenniff country of south-w~~t Queensland by
the appearance of two ballads. Written by John Creevey. a
resident of the Augathella district, these ballads may be read
in Australian bush ballads, edited by Douglas Stewart and Nancy
Keesing and published by Angus & Robertson in 1955.
In the first ballad the writer tells the story of the murder of
"poor Doyle and Dahlke", and while stating that "the Kenniffs
are suspected" surprisingly asks the reader (or the listener) to
pity the murderer:
Now, no matter who has done this deed,
Pity him if you can;
Although he was a murderer
He is still your fellow man.
The second ballad, entitled "The Hanging of Paddy Kenniff",
describes the last moments of the condemned man:
With head erect he left his cell, he needed no man's aid.
He walked upon the scaffold, and this is what he said:
My name is Patrick Kenniff, I am condemned to die,
As witness of my innocence, I call my God on high.
From a study of the first ballad it would appear to have been
written between 19 April 1902 and 23 June of that year, when
the £ 1,000 reward offered by the government was current:
Though the Kenniffs are suspected
And they are worth a thousand pound.
The second ballad was probably written in the former half of
1903 when the news of the hanging of Patrick Kenniff would
have caused the controversy about the Kenniffs to break out
afresh. The ballads, while sparing a thought for the bravery and
the sad fate of the two murdered men, are loaded with sympathy
for the Kenniffs. They must have had a tremendous effect on
public feeling in the south-west, especially in the area stretching
from Augathella to Taroom, where the Kenniffs "rode". At
some stage after they had been spread around by Kenniff sym-
pathizers and other interested persons by reciting them and by
handing round written copies, the two ballads were joined into
one - presumably by the author - in the form published in
A ustralian bush ballads. The junction was made by adding the
last four lines to make the following eight-line stanza:
A mother loved him once you know,
But now he's steeped in sin
Though black and foul his deeds have been
He's some one's darling still.
When on the scaffold the prisoner stands
He is condemned to die,
There are many who may feel glad
But others will heave a sigh .
The second Kenniff ballad then follows, beginning with the
words, "With head erect".
With such a wide spread of interest it is natural that numbers
of errors crept into the Kenniff story. Some of these errors were:
That James Kenniff was bound;
That Johnson heard a shot and saw Dahlke fall from his horse;
That there was a mysterious "third man" in the Pocket on 30
o March 1902;
That Doyle had a warrant for the arrest of James only;
That the Kenniffs should have been tried in Roma.
Unfortunately most of these errors found their way into the
~iterature on the Kenniffs, the first two, for example, being
mcluded in the first ballad, while the idea of the "third man"
finds an echo in the following extract from "The Hanging of
Patrick Kenniff".
He might have died an innocent man,
There's none of us can say,
There were other men in Kilman's Gap
Upon that fatal day.
Another idea that gained a good deal of currency was that
Johnson's evidence should not have been accepted. This arose
partly out of Real's rejection of the Aborigine's statement that
he could not see Doyle or Dahlke when returning with the pack-
horse, and partly out of McGrath's contention at the Supreme
Court trial that it was wrong to "hang two men on the uncor-
roborated evidence of a blackfellow". This was no doubt good
pleading on McGrath's part; but it was not true, as Johnson's
evidence was supported by a wealth of circumstantial evidence
from Burke and Constable Millard. Nevertheless the idea gained
a good deal of favour in the south-west, and was quoted in a
Rockhampton publication as recently as 1965 114.
A great deal of support for the Kenniff image came from the
billiard rooms and bar rooms of the towns surrounding the
Kenniff country, where the two brothers had made many friends
through spending freely in the good old Ralph days. But it is
no use pretending that all the sympathy which they received
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came from men of this type. The Kenniffs' friends had done
their work well. More was known of the wrongs-real and
imaginary-suffered by the Kenniffs than of the reign of terror
under which Joseph Ryan lived on Carnarvon Station. A typical
answer from the average man old enough to have known the
Kenniffs, when asked his opinion of the two brothers, would be:
"I swapped a horse with Paddy Kenniff, and I found him all
right". Any horror at the grisly details of the macabre crime
had been forgotten.
Here again prevalent social and economic conditions had a
strong influence in the attitude of the people in the south-west
towards the Kenniffs. Mediocre seasons had been a characteristic
of the greater part of the decade prior to the turn of the century,
and this run of indifferent seasons was followed by a terrible
drought that reached its peak in 1902 and was not broken until
the end of that year. Added to this were the effects of the land
policy of the various governments which had encouraged land-
hungry small settlers from other parts of Queensland and other
Australian states to settle in the south-west on blocks as small
as 320 acres, whereas a true living area in this low-rainfall
country would be much greater. As many of these settlers must
have suffered intense hardship in 1902, ar.d as the Government
did little to help them, it is not surprising that a percentage of
them sympathized with the Kenniffs in their feud with the big
pastoral companies of the Upper Warrego and Maranoa, and
thought of the brothers as comrades in distress.
Thus it was that tales of the feats of Pat and Jim-or Paddy
and Jimmy-were circulated throughout the south-west: thus two
convicted murderers became part of a legend, and were raised to
the status of heroes and martyrs. O'Sullivan115 was able to
report that in many of the homes which he visited in the Roma
area in the early nineteen hundreds, pictures of Patrick and
James Kenniff were hanging on the walls.
Even to-day echoes of the controversy that once raged about
the Kenniffs can still be faintly heard. So illogical and far-
reaching can be the ramifications of a public controversy
throughout the length and breadth of Queensland that people
can still be found who believe that the Kenniffs were innocent,
quoting as their authority the opinion of some respected clergy-
man or retired police inspector I 16.
Little more remains to be said about the Kenniff brothers.
James spent part of his prison term at St. Helena, where he
worked as a slaughterman and butcher. He was then transferred
to the tailor's shop, where he became an expert cutter. He was
next removed to Boggo Road Gaol, performing the duties of
warders' cook until the date of his release l17 •
James Kenniff's commuted sentence of life imprisonment was
further commuted, as a result of continued agitation, to sixteen
years; and with normal remissions for good conduct he was
finally released in November 1914. He left prison a changed
person from the hot-headed, reckless man who had been sen-
tenced to death in 1902. The quiet demeanour, the haunted
eyes, revealed the amount of reflection that James Kenniff had
done during his prison term, and would have been of interest to
the Worker columnist, an abolitionist who wrote during the
Kenniff trial that
the true, the root remedy for crime is not so much the
punishment of individuals as the reform of society itself. IIB
After a visit to the Roma district James Kenniff left for the
far north-west, where he worked on cattle stations-including
Canobie on the Cioncurry River, and Burleigh, which lies to
the north of Richmond-at his old occupations of stockman
and horse-breaker. At some time during the 1920s he hung up
his saddle, and became a miner in the wild isolated country to
the north of Charters Towers119, his haunts being the ranges
forming the watersheds of the Clarke River and its tributaries.
He was still fossicking in this lonely area shortly before his
death in 1940.
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